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Abstract

The end of Dennard scaling has caused a stagnation of the clock frequency
in computers. To overcome this issue, in the last two decades vendors have
been integrating larger numbers of processing elements in the systems,
interconnecting many nodes, including multiple chips in the nodes and
increasing the number of cores in each chip. The speed of main memory
has not evolved at the same rate as processors, it is much slower and there
is a need to provide more total bandwidth to the processors, especially with
the increase in the number of cores and chips.

Still keeping a shared address space, where all processors can access the
whole memory, solutions have come by integrating more memories: by
using newer technologies like high-bandwidth memories (HBM) and non-
volatile memories (NVM), by giving groups cores (like sockets, for example)
faster access to some subset of the DRAM, or by combining many of these
solutions. This has caused some heterogeneity in the access speed to main
memory, depending on the CPU requesting access to a memory address and
the actual physical location of that address, causing non-uniform memory
access (NUMA) behaviours. Moreover, many of these systems are cache-
coherent (ccNUMA), meaning that changes in the memory done from one
CPU must be visible by the other CPUs and transparent for the programmer.

These NUMA behaviours reduce the performance of applications and can
pose a challenge to the programmers. To tackle this issue, this thesis pro-
poses solutions, at the software and hardware levels, to improve the data
locality in NUMA systems and, therefore, the performance of applications
in these computer systems.

The first contribution shows how considering hardware prefetching sim-
ultaneously with thread and data placement in NUMA systems can find
configurations with better performance than considering these aspects sep-
arately. The performance results combined with performance counters are
then used to build a performance model to predict, both offline and online,
the best configuration for new applications not in the model. The evalu-
ation is done using two different high performance NUMA systems, and the
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performance counters collected in one machine are used to predict the best
configurations in the other machine.

The second contribution builds on the idea that prefetching can have a
strong effect in NUMA systems and proposes a NUMA-aware hardware
prefetching scheme. This scheme is generic and can be applied to multiple
hardware prefetchers with a low hardware cost but giving very good results.
The evaluation is done using a cycle-accurate architectural simulator and
provides detailed results of the performance, the data transfer reduction
and the energy costs.

Finally, the third and last contribution consists in scheduling algorithms for
task-based programming models. These programming models help improve
the programmability of applications in parallel systems and also provide
useful information to the underlying runtime system. This information is
used to build a task dependency graph (TDG), a directed acyclic graph that
models the application where the nodes are sequential pieces of code known
as tasks and the edges are the data dependencies between the different tasks.
The proposed scheduling algorithms use graph partitioning techniques
and provide a scheduling for the tasks in the TDG that minimises the data
transfers between the different NUMA regions of the system. The results
have been evaluated in real ccNUMA systems with multiple NUMA regions.
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Resum

La fi de la llei de Dennard ha provocat un estancament de la freqüència de
rellotge dels computadors. Amb l’objectiu de superar aquest fet, durant les
darreres dues dècades els fabricants han integrat més quantitat d’unitats
de còmput als sistemes mitjançant la interconnexió de nodes diferents, la
inclusió de múltiples xips als nodes i l’increment de nuclis de processador
a cada xip. La rapidesa de la memòria principal no ha evolucionat amb el
mateix factor que els processadors; és molt més lenta i hi ha la necessitat
de proporcionar més ample de banda als processadors, especialment amb
l’increment del nombre de nuclis i xips.

Tot mantenint un sistema d’adreçament compartit en el qual tots els pro-
cessadors poden accedir a la memòria sencera, les solucions han estat al
voltant de la integració de més memòries: usant tecnologies modernes
com les memòries d’alt ample de banda (high-bandwidth memories, HBM)
i memories no volàtils (non-volatile memories, NVM), fent que grups de
nuclis (com sòcols sencers) tinguin accés més ràpid a un subconjunt de la
DRAM o amb la combinació de solucions. Tot això ha provocat una hetero-
geneïtat en la velocitat d’accés a la memòria principal, en funció del nucli
que sol·licita l’accés a una adreça de memòria en particular i la localització
física d’aquesta adreça, fet que provoca uns comportaments no uniformes
en l’accés a la memòria (non-uniform memory access, NUMA). A més, molts
d’aquests sistemes tenen memòries cau coherents (cache-coherent NUMA,
ccNUMA), la qual cosa implica que qualsevol canvi fet a la memòria des
d’un nucli d’un processador ha de ser visible pels altres nuclis de manera
transparent per als programadors.

Aquests comportaments NUMA redueixen el rendiment de les aplicacions i
poden suposar un repte per als programadors. Per abordar el problema en
qüestió, a la tesi s’hi proposen solucions, a nivell de programari i maquinari,
que milloren la localitat de dades als sistemes NUMA i, en conseqüència, el
rendiment de les aplicacions en aquests sistemes informàtics.

La primera contribució mostra que, quan es tenen en compte alhora la
precàrrega d’adreces de memòria amb maquinari (hardware prefetching ) i
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les decisions d’ubicació dels fils d’execució i les dades als sistemes NUMA, es
poden trobarmillors configuracions que quan es condieren ambdós aspectes
per separat. Una combinació dels resultats de rendiment i dels comptadors
disponibles al sistema s’utilitza per construir un model de rendiment per fer
la predicció, tant per avançat com també en temps d’execució, de la millor
configuració per aplicacions que no es troben al model. L’avaluació es du
a terme mitjançant dos sistemes NUMA d’alt rendiment, i els comptadors
mesurats en un sistema s’utilitzen per predir les millors configuracions a
l’altre sistema.

La segona contribució es basa en la idea que el prefetching pot tenir un
efecte considerable als sistemes NUMA i proposa un esquema de precàrrega
a nivell de maquinari que té en compte els efectes NUMA. Aquest esquema
és genèric i es pot aplicar a diferents algorismes de precàrrega existents amb
un cost de maquinari molt baix però amb molt bons resultats. Els resultats
s’avaluen amb un simulador arquitectural acurat a nivell de cicle i proporci-
ona resultats detallats del rendiment, la reducció de les comunicacions de
dades i els costos energètics.

Per últim, la tercera i darrera contribució consisteix en algorismes de pla-
nificació per models de programació basats en tasques. Aquests models
simplifiquen la programabilitat de les aplicacions paral·leles i proveeixen
informació molt útil al sistema en temps d’execució (runtime system) que
en controla el funcionament. Aquesta informació s’usa per construir un
graf de dependències entre tasques (task dependency graph, TDG), un graf
dirigit i acíclic que modela l’aplicació i en el qual els nodes són fragments de
codi seqüencial, coneguts com a tasques, i els arcs són les dependències de
dades entre les diferents tasques. Els algorismes de planificació proposats
fan servir tècniques de particionat de grafs i proporcionen una planificació
de les tasques del TDG que minimitza la comunicació de dades entre les
diferents regions NUMA del sistema. Els resultats han estat avaluats en
sistemes ccNUMA reals amb múltiples regions NUMA.
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Resumen

El final de la ley de Dennard ha provocado un estancamiento de la frecuencia
de reloj de los computadores. Con el objetivo de superar este problema,
durante las últimas dos décadas los fabricantes han integrado más unidades
de cómputo en los sistemas mediante la interconexión de nodos diferentes,
la inclusión de múltiples chips en los nodos y el incremento de núcleos
de procesador en cada chip. La rapidez de la memoria principal no ha
evolucionado con el mismo factor que los procesadores; es mucho más lenta
y hay la necesidad de proporcionar más ancho de banda a los procesadores,
especialmente con el incremento del número de núcleos y chips.

Aun manteniendo un sistema de direccionamiento compartido en el que
todos los procesadores pueden acceder al conjunto de la memoria, las solu-
ciones han oscilado alrededor de la integración de más memorias: usando
tecnologías modernas como las memorias de alto ancho de banda (high-
bandwidth memories, HBM) y memorias no volátiles (non-volatile memories,
NVM), haciendo que grupos de núcleos (como zócalos completos) tengan
acceso más veloz a un subconjunto de la DRAM, o con la combinación de
soluciones. Esto ha provocado una heterogeneidad en la velocidad de acceso
a la memoria principal, en función del núcleo que solicita el acceso a una
dirección de memoria en particular y la ubicación física de esta dirección, lo
que provoca unos comportamientos no uniformes en el acceso a la memoria
(non-uniform memory access, NUMA). Además, muchos de estos sistemas
tienen memorias caché coherentes (cache-coherent NUMA, ccNUMA), lo
que implica que cualquier cambio hecho en la memoria desde un núcleo
de un procesador debe ser visible por el resto de procesadores de forma
transparente para los programadores.

Estos comportamientos NUMA reducen el rendimiento de las aplicaciones
y pueden suponer un reto para los programadores. Para abordar dicho pro-
blema, en esta tesis se proponen soluciones, a nivel de software y hardware,
que mejoran la localidad de datos en los sistemas NUMA y, en consecuencia,
el rendimiento de las aplicaciones en estos sistemas informáticos.
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La primera contribución muestra que, cuando se tienen en cuenta a la vez
la precarga de direcciones de memoria mediante hardware (o hardware
prefetching ) y las decisiones de la ubicación de los hilos de ejecución y los
datos en los sistemas NUMA, se pueden hallar mejores configuraciones que
cuando se consideran ambos aspectos por separado. Con una combinación
de los resultados de rendimiento y de los contadores disponibles en el
sistema se construye un modelo de rendimiento, tanto por avanzado como
en en tiempo de ejecución, de la mejor configuración para aplicaciones que
no están incluidas en el modelo. La evaluación se realiza en dos sistemas
NUMA de alto rendimiento, y los contadores medidos en uno de los sistemas
se usan para predecir las mejores configuraciones en el otro sistema.

La segunda contribución se basa en la idea de que el prefetching puede
tener un efecto considerable en los sistemas NUMA y propone un esquema
de precarga a nivel hardware que tiene en cuenta los efectos NUMA. Este
esquema es genérico y se puede aplicar a diferentes algoritmos de precarga
existentes con un coste de hardware muy bajo pero que proporciona muy
buenos resultados. Dichos resultados se obtienen y evalúan mediante un
simulador arquitectural preciso a nivel de ciclo y proporciona resultados
detallados del rendimiento, la reducción de las comunicaciones de datos y
los costes energéticos.

Finalmente, la tercera y última contribución consiste en algoritmos de pla-
nificación para modelos de programación basados en tareas. Estos modelos
simplifican la programabilidad de las aplicaciones paralelas y proveen in-
formación muy útil al sistema en tiempo de ejecución (runtime system)
que controla su funcionamiento. Esta información se utiliza para construir
un grafo de dependencias entre tareas (task dependency graph, TDG), un
grafo dirigido y acíclico que modela la aplicación y en el ue los nodos son
fragmentos de código secuencial, conocidos como tareas, y los arcos son las
dependencias de datos entre las distintas tareas. Los algoritmos de planifica-
ción que se proponen usan técnicas e particionado de grafos y proporcionan
una planificación de las tareas del TDG que minimiza la comunicación de
datos entre las distintas regiones NUMA del sistema. Los resultados se han
evaluado en sistemas ccNUMA reales con múltiples regiones NUMA.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

The end of Dennard scaling has caused a stagnation of the CPU clock fre-
quency. A solution to keep increasing the peak performance of high per-
formance computing (HPC) systems has been to integrate more and more
computing units in the systems, achieved with the interconnection of many
nodes (like in supercomputers and clusters), the inclusion of multiple chips
in each node and the increase of the number of cores in each chip. This
increase in the computing capacity also requires an increase in the memory
capacity and bandwidth to be able to feed data to the computing units.
However, the speed of memory has not evolved as fast as the speed of
processors, causing what is called the memory wall [160]. In the case of
HPC systems, the increase in memory bandwidth has been achieved by
providing local DRAM memories for each processor node with coherent
communications between nodes, but also using newer technologies such as
non-volatile memories (NVM) or high-bandwidth memories (HBM). These
memories increase overall bandwidth, but result in non-uniform memory
access (NUMA) behaviours: latency and bandwidth depend both on the
node accessing the data and the node where the data is stored. In some
cases, like in cache-coherent NUMA (ccNUMA) systems, there is coherence
in the memory hierarchy inside the nodes of the system.

This heterogeneity in memory access time poses many challenges and re-
quires solutions at the various levels of the computer stack. Moreover, it
also worsens the programmability in the systems: when programmers have
to take into account more and more characteristics of the system where
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the applications are going to be executed to improve the performance, the
time for developing and maintaining the applications may increase. This
can have an impact in the portability of the code, its complexity and its
quality: it is not the same to have all accesses with the same latency or
with different latencies. Because of this, one of the trends in the last years
has been to develop approaches to abstract the programmer from having
to consider the hardware specificities of the underlying systems. Many of
the solutions specific for NUMA rely on the OS or runtime system level:
automatic page or thread migration by the kernel [43], workload scheduling
taking into account the physical location of the data [117, 144, 152] or hybrid
solutions [49]. Other more general solutions can be used in systems not
showing NUMA effects, like adding hardware structures in the cache hier-
archy for prefetching data in advance, known as hardware prefetchers [77,
78].

In this regard, one of the most recent trends to overcome the identified chal-
lenges consists in doing a holistic design of the hardware and the runtime
system software, that is, designing both simultaneously [150]. One option
can be the use of special hardware units that contain information useful
for the runtime system, allowing it to make informed decisions or change
some hardware configurations and improve the execution performance [28].
This holistic approach with the hardware and the runtime system software
can relieve the programmers from having to take the hardware character-
istics into account and has been used in many of the recent proposals for
improving the performance of software applications in HPC systems.

1.1. Thesis objectives and contributions

This thesis has the goal of improving the performance of applications in
systems that show NUMA behaviours by improving the data locality of the
applications, all in a seamless way for the programmer. In order to reach
this goal, we propose various approaches at the runtime software and the
hardware level that affect scheduling of the workloads and prefetching of
their data.
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1.1.1. Performance and configurationmodels for interactions
between NUMA and hardware prefetchers

In the first contribution, we study how optimising the NUMA scheduling
(the placement of threads and data) or the data hardware prefetcher config-
urations separately gives results that fall away from the optimal. We present
the performance benefits of optimising both for the NUMA scheduling and
the data hardware prefetcher configurations in NUMA systems by means of
offline modelling and online profiling. To address the large design space, we
propose a prediction model that reduces the amount of input information
needed and the complexity of the prediction required. We do so by select-
ing a subset of performance counters and application configurations that
provide the richest profile information as inputs, and by limiting the output
predictions to a subset of configurations that cover most of the performance.

The proposed model is robust and can choose near-optimal NUMA schedul-
ing and prefetcher configurations for applications from only two profile runs.
We further demonstrate how to profile online with low overhead, resulting
in a technique that delivers an average of 1.68× performance improvement
over a locality-optimised scheduling baseline with all prefetchers enabled.

1.1.2. Hardware prefetching for NUMA systems

Extending on the relevance of optimising not just the scheduling of NUMA
applications but also the hardware prefetcher configurations, the second
contribution proposes a generic hardware prefetching scheme that leverages
the NUMA characteristics to enhance system performance. This knowledge
is used to prefetch datamore aggressively depending on the physical location
of the predicted accesses. The extra latency when accessing non-local data
is effectively hidden by prefetching this data to the last-level of cache, which
has enough capacity to store such data.

This approach is evaluated using gem5, a cycle-accurate architectural simu-
lator, in a modelled multi-socket NUMA system, proposing a simple hard-
ware prefetcher that is aware of NUMA effects. We achieve a 1.30× speedup
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on average when compared to a standard stride prefetcher. We also get
a 1.10× speedup against the best-performing state-of-the-art prefetcher.
Finally, we show that the ideas can be applied to other hardware prefetchers,
obtaining a 1.06× speedup over the NUMA-unaware version.

1.1.3. Task-based applications in NUMA systems

In the last contribution, we propose scheduling techniques at the runtime
system level to further mitigate the impact of NUMA effects on parallel
applications’ performance. We leverage the runtime system metadata ob-
tained when using a task-based programming model, which can model the
application in terms of a task dependency graph, where nodes are pieces of
serial code and edges are control or data dependencies between them, to
efficiently reduce data transfers.

This new approach, based on graph partitioning methods, adds negligible
overhead and is able to provide performance improvements up to 1.52×
and average improvements of 1.12× with respect to the best state-of-the-art
approach when deployed on a 288-core shared-memory system. Moreover,
using the graph partitioning-based scheduling approach reduces the coher-
ence traffic by 2.28× on average with respect to the state-of-the-art solutions.

1.2. Thesis structure

The contents of this thesis are organised as follows:

• Chapter 2 presents the background and state-of-the-art in the hard-
ware and software topics upon which this thesis builds.

• Chapter 3 presents the experimental methodology used within the
three contributions of this thesis. To evaluate our proposals, we con-
sider both real HPC platforms and a cycle-accurate simulator, as well
as representative HPC applications and benchmarks.
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1.2. Thesis structure

• Chapter 4 presents the first contribution of this thesis, which develops
performance and configuration models that consider the interaction
between NUMA and hardware prefetchers in HPC systems.

• Chapter 5 presents the second contribution of this thesis, which
presents a hardware prefetching scheme that alleviates NUMA effects
in large HPC systems.

• Chapter 6 presents the third contribution of the thesis, which analyses
how a runtime system can be used to reduce coherence traffic in a
very large cache coherent NUMA system by leveraging the semantic
information available in task-based parallel applications.

• Finally, chapter 7 concludes by summarising the contributions of this
thesis, listing the publications resulting from it and considering what
future potential research directions it suggests.
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Chapter 2.

Background and related work

This chapter presents the previous work related with the topics discussed
in the thesis. Section 2.1 introduces parallel and shared-memory systems.
Section 2.2 describes caches and the memory hierarchy, together with im-
provements like hardware prefetching. Section 2.3 presents the options for
writing and executing parallel software in shared-memory systems. Finally,
section 2.4 gives an overview of holistic approaches to optimising perform-
ance in parallel systems and the path towards runtime-aware architectures.

2.1. Parallel computing, sharedmemory and NUMA

One of the early observations in the history of digital computers is that
some actions or computations can be executed simultaneously, also called
in parallel. This can be done at different levels of abstraction. Parallelism
starts at the bit level, with computers like the Whirlwind [1], from the 1950s,
being among the first to consider numbers as a group of bits (parallel
representation) instead of a sequence of bits (serial representation) [2]. This
has been standard in computers since then.

Parallelism can also be at the instruction and data levels. Flynn [58] describes
a classification of computer architectures considering these levels. Single
instruction, single data (SISD) architectures are those that allow executing a
single instruction on a single data source at a time. Flynn also considers some
parallelism in this case when single-CPU computers decode one instruction
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at a time but the pipeline is segmented in such a way that allows for multiple
instructions to be in flight. An example is the IBM System/360 Model 91,
from 1964 [68]. Single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) architectures can
execute the same instruction for different groups of operands. For such an
architecture, one of the first proposals was SOLOMON (in 1962, not built),
later superseded by the ILLIAC IV, in 1966, which was the first built computer
to support SIMD [139]. Multiple instruction, single data (MISD) architectures
are not common, but they refer to architectures that can execute multiple
instructions on the same input simultaneously. Finally, multiple instruction,
multiple data (MIMD) architectures can execute multiple instructions, each
workingwith their own data, simultaneously. Modern systemswithmulticore
processors are in this group, although such kind of systems have long existed,
with the IBM System/360 Model 65, from 1965 [68], being one of the first
existing examples.

There is also parallelism at the program level. The architectures that allow
this type of parallelism are a particular case of MIMD: they allow executing
multiple sequential programs simultaneously, each with their own instruc-
tions and data. An evolution is the parallelism at the thread level, which also
allows for a single program to divide the execution in various simultaneous
threads.

MIMD architectures can be further classified depending on how the memory
is interconnected with the CPUs. In a shared memory system, the memory
has a single address space and all CPUs can access the whole memory (they
are also called multiprocessors). Such an early example is again the IBM
System/360 Model 65. This is in contrast with distributed memory systems,
in which each CPU has its own private memory, not accessible by the other
CPUs (in this case, to share results the CPUs have to explicitly copy the data
between them using messages). For example, supercomputers and clusters
of computers fall within this category, although each of the components
could be considered as a shared memory system as well.

Despite the first multiprocessors with shared memory were built in the mid
1960s, it was not until a couple of decades later when they became more
general. However, they could not scale much more due to the contention
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caused by the multiple processors trying to access the same memory re-
sources. This was solved by giving each CPU or group of CPUs its own local
memory whilst sharing the address space (allowing all CPUs to access the
whole memory), with examples early like the DASH Multiprocessor from
Stanford [90] and the SGI Origin [88]. Themain effect of this was the unequal
access latency to memory depending on the CPU that needed the data and
the physical location of that data, with lower latencies for the local accesses.
This is the reason why these systems are known as non-uniform memory
access (NUMA) systems, in contrast with the uniform memory access (UMA)
systems, as the previous ones became known.

In NUMA systems, the remote accesses to memory can have different laten-
cies as well, making them even more non-uniform. For example, an SGI Altix
UV100 [138] system with 12 CPU sockets can have three different remote
latencies, apart from the local access latency. To deal with these differences
in the latencies, there have been various proposals for programming parallel
systems as explained in section 2.3.

2.1.1. Virtual memory: allowingmultiprogramming and larger main
memory capacity

Before main memory became cheaper and with large capacity, there was a
need to have an auxiliary memory (with more capacity but much slower) to
be able to store the programs and the data [45]. This is without considering
the storage of applications that are not executing and their data. Having
to manage the main and auxiliary memories from within the applications
themselves, moving the instructions and the data from one to the other de-
pending on the needs, lowers the programmability of the systems. Moreover,
running multiple applications with overlapping addresses can cause prob-
lems, and there would be the need to make sure the compiled applications
used different spaces.

A solution to these issues is virtual memory. In broad terms, applications
use addresses that might overlap with other applications’ and there is a
translation mechanism, supported by the operating system, to convert these
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addresses (called virtual) to the real addresses (called physical) [45, 46]. In
terms of security, this also has the benefit that untrusted applications cannot
know the physical addresses used by trusted applications, and with later
advances the operating systems can even protect the pages used by each
application or process. Another side effect is that applications can see a
larger memory capacity than truly available.

Early developments already decided to use fixed-size pages among other
options [46]. In this case, the memory is divided in pages of a specific size
(which can depend on the architecture and the operating system) and the
map between the virtual addresses and the physical memory is done in a
page-by-page basis. This reduces the amount of addresses that have to be
translated, needing less storage for the translations compared to translating
every single address.

In the case of NUMA systems, this has the benefit of allowing to move the
pages to a different physical location without changing the address seen by
the application. This also allows for advanced workload scheduling in the
system and to develop optimisations that consider the location of the data
and the CPUs in charge of doing the computations. This is further detailed
in section 2.3 and is one of the characteristics that some proposals studied
in this thesis benefit from.

2.2. Caches and thememory hierarchy

The different rate at which the speeds of processors and memory have
evolved have caused what is known as the memory wall [160]. In broad
terms, the memory in a system is much slower than the processors, causing
a bottleneck. Therefore, by just improving the computation speed of pro-
cessors the performance of the executed code would hit a limit that would
only be improved by making the memory faster. The way this has been
done is by creating a hierarchy for the memory: between the main memory
and the processors, there are some small capacity memories that act as
temporary storage and are faster to access. These memories are known as
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caches and store the data as lines, with multiple contiguous bytes in a single
line (a fixed number that depends on the microarchitecture).

With the idea of caches initially proposed by Wilkes [158] in 1965, the
first commercial computer to include a cache was the IBM System/360
Model 85 [68] in 1968. Later developments of caches, still used to date,
include the following: using multiple levels of cache, splitting data and in-
struction caches, predicting addresses before they are used (prefetching) or
using advanced replacement policies (what lines to remove from the cache
to insert new needed lines) [140].

2.2.1. Cache coherence and ccNUMA

One of the most relevant aspects when using caches is cache coherence [137].
Since caches store copies of the data to have faster accesses, there is a risk
that the data is not the same between multiple caches or between the cache
and the main memory. In some systems this can be solved manually by the
software, but many systems include hardware structures that implement
coherence protocols to make sure that any time amemory address is accessed
it is with the most updated contents. A particular case of coherent systems
are cache-coherent NUMA (ccNUMA) systems. As their name suggests, these
are NUMA systems that include hardware structures to keep coherence. In
the context of this thesis, all NUMA systems considered in the evaluations
are ccNUMA systems.

2.2.2. Hardware prefetching

Prefetching consists in predicting the addresses that are going to be accessed
and bringing the corresponding lines in advance to the cache. Prefetchers
can be implemented in software or directly in hardware, with more or less
complexity in the heuristics used for the prediction. They can also be tailored
to prefetching for data or for instructions. Mittal published a survey [106] in
2016 about prefetching in general, though this section will provide a high
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level view of hardware data cache prefetching and give some details on more
modern hardware prefetching techniques as well.

One of the simplest prefetchers is the next-𝑘 line prefetcher. When there is
a miss, or an access to a prefetched line, this prefetcher would bring the 𝑘
lines that come after that. This prefetcher, when used with a small buffer to
prevent polluting the cache with the prefetches before they are used, is the
stream prefetcher [78]. An evolution to this is the stride prefetcher [39]. In
this case, the hardware detects a stride 𝑠 between accesses to lines and, after
access to line 𝐿 it would prefetch lines 𝐿+𝑠, 𝐿+ 2 𝑠, 𝐿+ 3 𝑠, and so on. There
are more extensions to this, like allowing for different strides within a single
memory instruction (PC-correlated prefetchers) or correlating the stride in
one instruction with the previous strides to decide which will be the next
one (delta-correlated prefetchers). Variations on these two prefetchers are
usually implemented in current processor families like Intel’s Xeon [153] or
IBM’s POWER [14].

Some complex applications follow less trivial access patterns and the above
prefetching algorithms might not be adequate for these applications. One
of the proposals that can serve as a base for many other ideas is the global
history buffer (GHB) by Nesbit and Smith [107]. The GHB acts as a circular
queue to keep the lists of accesses needed to feed the prefetching algorithms
to decide the predictions. With this structure, a stride prefetcher can be
implemented but also other prefetchers that use Markov chains [77] or other
advanced techniques.

Modern advanced hardware prefetching

Regarding some recent hardware prefetchers, not included in Mittal’s sur-
vey [106], Ayers et al. [7] show a methodology for classifying access patterns
for prefetching, which allows to use different heuristics depending on the ac-
cess pattern. This idea might be implemented in some commercial systems,
since some hardware vendors have filed patents for similar proposals [64].
Peled, Weiser and Etsion [119] use a neural network for prefetching arbit-
rary access patterns, allowing for detecting more complex patterns. Still
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within machine learning, Hiebel, Brown andWang [63] use it to fine-tune
the parameters of existing hardware prefetchers by using the output of
some hardware counters. Ainsworth and Jones [3] propose a programmable
prefetcher, which can be seen as an array of small in-order cores that can
execute arbitrary prefetching algorithms, but at the cost of requiring a spe-
cial compiler or extra work for the programmer to manually build these
algorithms. Often, prefetchers are designed considering just sequential
executions, so Liu, Yu and Huang [95] propose the use of thread-aware
prefetching to reduce contention due to shared information.

Prefetchers for NUMA systems

Disabling all prefetching on NUMA systems can improve performance for
irregular access patterns [99]. Moreover, prefetching can also increase the
contention and hurt performance [93].

Not many works in the literature have tried to provide hardware prefetchers
for NUMA systems. Hardware vendors have registered patents for changing
the aggressiveness [65], throttling the prefetchers [70] or using different
thresholds [96], all of them depending on the type of memory or the source
memory. However, none of these ideas have been properly evaluated. A
recent proposal for a NUMA-aware hardware prefetching scheme [135] is
further discussed in chapter 5.

The importance of considering NUMA and prefetching simultaneously to im-
prove the performance of parallel applications has already been shown [134],
which explained in chapter 4. In general, considering multiple aspects sim-
ultaneously is key to optimise the performance of general-purpose parallel
systems. This is discussed in more detail in section 2.4.

2.3. Parallel programming in shared-memory systems

When using a parallel system, there are multiple computing resources that
can be used simultaneously. One widely used option is multiprogramming,
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which consists in executing different applications at the same time. However,
another widely used option are parallel applications, which are applications
that can use the different CPUs in the system to execute different parts of
their code at the same time. Operating systems provide support for executing
parallel applications by using threads, like POSIX Threads [141] in UNIX-like
systems (Linux, BSD, Mac OS...) or Win32 Threads [15] in Windows systems,
which are managed using system calls. Some programming languages and
frameworks provide wrappers or abstraction layers around these system-
provided options to ease code portability between systems.

To write parallel applications using the OS-provided threads or the basic
wrappers from languages, programmers need to take into account all as-
pects from their side: creating and destroying the threads, using locks to
prevent race conditions... To make programming easier, there are applica-
tion program interfaces (API) and libraries like OpenMP [113] and Threading
Building Blocks (TBB) [131] that implement the fork-join model.

In the fork-join model, there is a group of available threads (called a thread
pool), which can also be created an destroyed, the code has some regions
marked as “parallel” (meaning that can be executed by multiple threads)
and annotations on the visibility of the variables (whether they are private,
specific for each thread, or shared, when all threads use the same address for
that variable). Loops can be marked as parallel and their workloads are then
divided among all threads. To prevent race conditions, some code fragments
can be marked as exclusive and only one thread at a time can execute them.

In the case of OpenMP, widely used in HPC for shared-memory program-
ming, the annotations in the code are done using compiler directives. The
preprocessor and the compiler then transform these directives into the
corresponding API calls to then compile it before executing.

An alternative to these models is using a message-passing model such as
MPI [146], widely used in clusters and supercomputers with multiple nodes
and distributed memory, but also in shared-memory systems. In this case,
there are multiple instances of the application running simultaneously, each
doing its work and doing an explicit communication of the results to the
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other instances by means of a message-passing API. This model is often
combined with OpenMP or another model to build very large applications.
In the case of NUMA systems, an example of use is having one instance of the
application (called MPI rank or process) per NUMA node, using OpenMP
inside each NUMA node but communicating the results in the different
NUMA nodes with message-passing.

2.3.1. Task-based programming

One of the evolutions of OpenMP is the support for tasks since version 3.0,
driven by projects like OmpSs. Tasks are pieces of sequential or fork-join
parallel code that are executed by a thread or group of threads. With extra
additions like the support for dependencies since version 4.0 of the standard,
tasks can have annotations to indicate the data that is needed to execute
them and the data that they output. There is also support for nested task
parallelism, in which a task can create subtasks and are executed asynchron-
ously as well.

Listing 2.1 shows an example of a task-based parallelisation for a Cholesky
matrix decomposition written in C using compiler directives (#pragma) spe-
cific for OpenMP. The depend clause is used to indicate the data depend-
encies, indicating whether each data block is used as input or output and,
optionally, its size. The sequential code is split into four task types: spotrf to
calculate the Cholesky decomposition of the diagonal blocks, strsm to solve
the linear systems that define the below-the-diagonal blocks, and sgemm and
ssyrk to do matrix multiply and rank S operations to update the rest of the
matrix.

A task-based code with data dependencies can be represented as a directed
acyclic graph (DAG), as shown in the graph accompanying listing 2.1. In this
graph, known as the task dependency graph (TDG), nodes represent tasks
and edges express dependencies between them. This graph is usually built
and maintained by the runtime system to orchestrate the parallel execution.
Thanks to the automation given by the runtime system, instead of having to
explicitly manage the communications between threads and their schedule,
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void cholesky(int T, float *A[T][T], int S) {
// each A[i][j] has size S*S
for (int k = 0; k < T; ++k) {

#pragma omp task depend(inout: A[k][k][:S*S])
spotrf(A[k][k]);
for (int i = k + 1; i < T; ++i) {

#pragma omp task depend(in: A[k][k][:S*S]) \
depend(inout: A[k][i][:S*S])

strsm (A[k][k], A[k][i]);
}
for (int i = k + 1; i < T; ++i) {

for (int j = k + 1; j < i; ++j) {
#pragma omp task depend(in: A[k][i][:S*S], A[k][j][:S*S]) \

depend(inout: A[j][i][:S*S])
sgemm(A[k][i], A[k][j], A[j][i]);

}
#pragma omp task depend(in: A[k][i][:S*S]) \

depend(inout: A[i][i][:S*S])
ssyrk(A[k][i], A[i][i]);

}
}

}

19 2021

spotrf
strsm
sgemm
ssyrk

ti
m
e

Listing 2.1.: Task-based Cholesky decomposition using OpenMP 4 annota-
tions and its corresponding TDG when T = 5.

the programmer can just express the dependencies and the runtime system
will be in charge of managing the execution.

Using task-based programming can improve the programmability of the
applications and allow for getting better performance easily. For example,
Rico et al. [133] show how using a task-based approach for amesh refinement
application instead of fork-join or message passing in a shared-memory
system can substantially improve the performance of the execution, even
without advanced scheduling of the tasks.

Task scheduling

A key aspect of task-based programming models is the scheduling of the
tasks. When using tasks, the programmer is relieved of having to manage
how they will be distributed in the system. However, this flexibility can come
at the cost of reducing the execution performance if the scheduling is done
blindly. One of the simplest methods is assigning the tasks of the graph to a
CPU using a first-in, first-out (FIFO) algorithm: once a task can be executed
because all the input dependencies are resolved, it is inserted at the end of
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a queue and the runtime system will assign the first task of the queue to any
available CPU to execute.

From this basic scheduling technique, there are various advanced propos-
als derived from it. One simple addition is, instead of using a normal
FIFO queue, to include priorities in the tasks and using a priority queue
when storing the ready tasks. Built upon this, Chronaki et al. [40] propose
the criticality-aware task scheduler (CATS) for heterogeneous systems: the
runtime system decorates the tasks with priorities trying to find the crit-
ical path for the execution in the TDG, and then uses this information to
schedule the tasks in slower or faster CPUs.

2.3.2. Work scheduling and data placement in NUMA systems

In order tomitigate NUMA effects, techniques formigrating threads, memory
pages or both already exist [43, 49, 147]. These techniques consist in moving
computation near to data or vice versa with the goal of reducing memory
access times. One benefit of these approaches is that they are agnostic
of the application. However, this comes at the cost of not exploiting any
application-specific information to predict the accesses to memory. As
such, these proposed OS-level thread or page migration techniques only
take action when the application is already suffering from remote memory
accesses, which can give suboptimal results in many cases. Oppositely,
other approaches transfer the NUMA management responsibility to the
programmer [111, 151], exploiting information at the application source
code level to carry out NUMA-aware scheduling decisions. The main issues
with these approaches are that they may require significant code refactoring
and programmer effort to be effective as well as the reduction in portability.

Offline methodologies can allow programmers to decide how to tackle with
configurations when executing the applications, by means of some per-
formance counters or execution traces. Diener et al. [50] characterise the
communication and memory usage of applications to tune thread and data
placement in systems. Beniamine et al. [13] show a tool to create a visu-
alisation of their behaviour and help decide how to fix the performance
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issues. Similarly, Trahay et al. [148] present a tool to understand the evolu-
tion of memory access patterns. Popov et al. [123] and Popov, Jimborean
and Black-Schaffer [125] use the CERE framework to build codelets, which
make the evaluation of configurations faster and allow doing a simultaneous
exploration of multiple thread and page mappings using offline methods.

Radojković et al. [128, 129] evaluate how different thread placement policies
perform, and Durillo et al. [55] evaluate the benefits of using higher or
lower parallelism. Diener et al. published a survey [48] with details on both
data and thread placement and scheduling in NUMA systems. Many of the
evaluated works make use of certain runtime information and hardware
counters and are analysed in section 2.4.

Task scheduling in NUMA systems

Techniques that take advantage of shared memory systems which integrate
different memory devices have been studied for long time. For instance,
Yan et al. [162] present the hierarchical place trees (HPT), in which the
programmer describes the memory hierarchy as a tree and the tasks are
distributed on the tree leaves (where the workers reside) programmatically
on the source code of the application. Similarly, Chatterjee et al. [37] show a
domain-specific language that allows the programmer to include the locality
information using affinity groups for the tasks in a file separated from the
application source code, making the approach more portable.

Drebes et al. [53, 54], as well as Virouleau et al. [152] later, present a schedul-
ing technique that can be seen as a NUMA-aware FIFO algorithm. They
propose scheduling the tasks initially with a FIFO scheme, or some other
technique, but as new tasks become ready, they are scheduled in a CPU that
is in the same NUMA node as most of its data dependencies (so that most
local access will be local). To prevent starvation of CPUs or load imbalance,
they implement a work-stealing approach. This means that a CPU that is
idle can execute a task initially assigned to be executed by a CPU in another
NUMA node when all CPUs from that node are busy.
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Since the application can be modelled as a (directed acyclic) graph, graph
algorithms can be applied to the TDG, or to the partial TDG available at a spe-
cific point in time during the execution. One example of algorithm is graph
partitioning, which has been used statically in message-passing applications
since they can be easily represented with an undirected graph [120]. This
has been done mostly in two ways: i) dividing a graph where each vertex
corresponds to a block of data and the edges represent simultaneous use of
data by several processes, and ii) considering a process graph, mainly related
to message-passing programming models, where each vertex corresponds
to one of the processes and the edges represent communications between
them. Our work is the first to dynamically apply graph partitioning to reduce
NUMA effects on shared-memory systems, whereas prior proposals partition
the graph statically or focus on load balancing distributed memory systems.

One recent development to guide load balancing via graph partitioning
techniques in task-based applications is SPAWN by Papin et al. [117]. With
SPAWN, the programmer adds geometric information to the task decom-
position of the problem (which has the shape of a structured mesh, where
edges are not directed, instead of a DAG). This approach assigns the tasks to
the CPUs and other processing elements, like GPUs or accelerators, by using
a Voronoi tessellation of the mesh. During the execution, the processing
elements get an electrical charge value depending on the amount of work
they have and the tessellation is thus updated. Afterwards, they move on the
task mesh by means of Coulomb’s law and the tessellation is updated. This
implies the need to have a correspondence between the problem domain
and a metric space.

There have been previous results in partitioning directed acyclic graphs using
standard partitioners: Tanaka and Tatebe [144] used the multiple-constraint
capabilities of METIS (that do the partition in a multidimensional space) to
schedule workflows, which are typically more coarse-grained than shared-
memory codes. The first use of graph partitioning to directly partition the
TDG and use the partition for scheduling the tasks in a NUMA system was
presented in 2018 [136]. Chapter 6 has a detailed view of this proposal.
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2.4. Holistic performance optimisation and
runtime-aware architectures

The end of Dennard scaling, with a halt in the frequency increase, derived in
the integration of more and more computing units. This has been possible
thanks to the reduction of the transistor size as predicted by Moore’s law.
However, since physical limits exist, the size reduction rate is decreasing
and new approaches are needed to obtain better performance from these
systems until new electronic technologies (like alternatives to silicon) or
computer paradigms (like quantum computers) evolve and can be used
successfully.

Using performance metrics and other details available at execution time, as
well as some application-specific information, allow making more informed
decisions when scheduling and executing applications. In order for these
methodologies to be effective, the profiling and metric extraction must have
low overhead. Otherwise, the overhead could hinder the optimisation gains.

Wu and Martonosi [159] consider activating or deactivating prefetchers to
prevent execution interferences inside applications using some performance
counters as a metric. Khan et al. [85] introduce a runtime framework that
combines software and hardware prefetching to maximise the throughput
of multicore processors by sampling some performance metrics. Chasapis
et al. [35] show how the runtime system can be used to model the power dif-
ferences in processor manufacturing and propose a task-based scheduling
algorithm in power-restricted NUMA systems. Jiménez et al. [76] evaluate
some prefetching configurations at runtime to build an adaptive prefetching
algorithm that automatically selects the best prefetcher configuration. Simil-
arly, Ortega et al. [114, 115] propose using a runtime-level library to modify
the hardware configuration knobs (like prefetcher and SMT) at execution
time using performance counters. Broquedis et al. [20] and Dashti et al. [43]
profile and make optimisation decisions in the scheduling as the application
runs.
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Other options that use runtime information from the applications, without
using performance counters, allow to speed up the execution of task-based
parallel applications. Caheny et al. [24, 26] propose executing with a NUMA-
aware runtime to reduce the cache coherence traffic. Brumar et al. [21] use
the runtime information about the dependencies to build a memoisation
approach to approximate the computations of executions and reduce the
execution time. Jaulmes et al. [72–74] evaluate the use of runtime systems
in reliability and fault tolerance.

2.4.1. Usingmodels to drive configurations

Performance prediction models use input features to predict the best config-
uration [89, 157]. Some of the most commonly used features include thread
access patterns [47], performance counters [94, 155], static code proper-
ties [157], and page, thread or inter-thread communication and sharing [50].

Wang, Davidson and Soffa [155] use integer programming (optimisation
using integer variables) to predict bandwidth usage and thread allocation
across different degrees of NUMA nodes, while Denoyelle et al. [47] add
thread and page mappings. They build performance prediction models and
conclude that performance counters and thread access patterns provide
similar results as inputs. In both cases, inputs are collected by executing the
application. Liao et al. [94] propose a tuning framework that predicts the
best prefetching based on performance counters. Hiebel, Brown andWang
[63] extend this prediction to target more fine-grained phases of execution
inside applications. Chasapis et al. [36] derive mathematical formulas to
predict power consumption due to manufacturing variability and change
the scheduling to meet power budgets.

Performance counters and sampled executions can be used to buildmachine
learning models that allow to choose combined configurations of NUMA
and prefetchers at execution time for applications not in the model [134].
This also shows that finding a good prefetcher configuration together with
an adequate thread and data placement in NUMA systems cannot be done
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independently if the goal is to obtain the best performance. Further details
are given in chapter 4.

2.4.2. Runtime-aware architectures

Runtime-aware architectures, proposed by Valero et al. [150], are a paradigm
that follows the path of taking a holistic approach. In these architectures,
both hardware and software are designed together and are managed thanks
to the use of a runtime system. As shown previously, taking an approach that
considers multiple factors at the same time can provide with more perform-
ance and further optimisation options than considering them separately.
Casas et al. [28] build on this idea and propose designing special hardware
that can be driven by the runtime system and changes the behaviour using
the available information of the system (like using hardware counters or
storing some information used by the runtime system in new hardware
units).

Both Garcia et al. [59] and Papaefstathiou et al. [116] propose using the
runtime information about dependencies to prefetch data blocks. On the
other hand, Manivannan et al. [100, 101] use the dependency and task
information to predict dead blocks that can be substituted in the caches.
Dimić et al. [52] design cache insertion policies managed by the runtime
system based on the use of re-reference intervals. Dimić et al. [51] also
propose a runtime-aware methodology to manage the computation of re-
ductions in the cache hierarchy. Alvarez et al. [4, 5] use compiler information
and the runtime system to manage the coherence of scratchpad memories.
Caheny et al. [25] use runtime information to selectively deactivate cache
coherence. Barredo et al. [12] propose a compaction-restoration unit to
join sparse predicated vector instructions into denser vectors. Later, they
propose a near-memory accelerator to rearrange sparse memory regions
into dense blocks to benefit from locality [11]. Castillo et al. [30] propose
scaling the voltage and frequency of processors using task criticality inform-
ation and storing part of the metadata in hardware structures. Jaulmes et al.
[75] present a runtime-driven configuration for error-correcting codes in
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DRAM. As more general solutions, Castillo et al. [29], Etsion et al. [57], Kumar,
Hughes and Nguyen [87] and Tan et al. [142, 143] evaluate the inclusion of
hardware structures to implement part of the runtime system.

Runtime-aware architectures show a great deal of options for the evolution
of computers. They provide flexibility to the programmer and achieve a
performance level that would not be possible otherwise. Within this topic,
the goal of this thesis is to improve the performance of parallel applications
in NUMA systems.
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Experimental methodology

This chapter describes the experimental methodology used in the devel-
opment of this thesis. Part of the work presented here has been evaluated
using real machines. In some cases, a simulation environment is needed
to evaluate the proposals. Various sets of representative applications and
benchmarks have been executed in the experiments. Section 3.1 describes
the real systems used in the experiments of chapters 4 and 6. After this,
section 3.2 gives an overview of the simulated systems used in chapter 5.
Finally, section 3.3 lists the different benchmarks used in this thesis.

3.1. Real NUMA systems

Many of the experiments in this thesis have been executed in real NUMA
systems, comparing the performance of the proposed ideas in the different
systems. We consider four different x86-64 platforms with processors built
by Intel. For the performance and configuration models for NUMA and
prefetchers, presented in chapter 4, we use two systems. The first system
is a four-socket Intel Xeon E5-4650 (Sandy Bridge-EP) with 128GB of RAM,
with the sockets interconnected using Intel QPI (Quick Path Interconnect);
the second system is a dual-socket Intel Xeon Platinum 8168 (Skylake-SP)
with 188GB of RAM and sockets interconnected using Intel UPI (Ultra Path
Interconnect). Both systems run Ubuntu 18.04 with Linux 4.19 LTS kernel.
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Figure 3.1.: Measured memory latencies in milliseconds as we increase the
working set size with LMbench lat_mem_rd.

3.1.1. Large ccNUMA systems

The other experiments executed on real machines are for the scheduling
of task-based applications in NUMA systems, detailed in chapter 6. The
first machine is an SGI Altix UltraViolet 100 with 3 IRU (internal rack units)
interconnected with SGI NUMAlink at 15GB/s. Each IRU contains two IP93
blades with two 8-core Intel Xeon E7-8837 CPU (Westmere-EX) at 2.66GHz
and 24MB of shared last-level cache, and 16 DIMM of 16GB DDR3 RAM.
Sockets in the same blade communicate via Intel QPI. The system runs SUSE
Linux Enterprise Server 11 with Linux 2.6.32 kernel. The second machine is
an Atos Bull bullion S16 with 8 modules, each one with two 18-core Intel
Xeon E7-8890 v3 sockets (Haswell) at 2.50GHz and 45MB of shared last-
level cache. Each socket has 512GB of local RAM and is connected via Intel
QPI to the other socket in the module; modules are interconnected using
the Bull Connecting Box and communicate via the BCS2 (Bull Coherence
Switch 2) [6]. The system runs Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.5 with Linux 2.6.32
kernel.

We use lat_mem_rd from LMbench [102] to measure the true memory laten-
cies, shown in figure 3.1, and pass that information to the partitioning library.
In the Altix, accesses within the same blade have an increased latency of
17% compared to local memory, while there is a significant latency penalty
of 200% to access data in other IRUs, and close to 240% in the most distant
sockets. In the bullion S16, the access latency via QPI has an extra penalty
of 79% and of 260% for remote accesses via the BCS2.
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Figure 3.2.: High-level diagram of the simulated gem5 system.

3.2. Simulation of NUMA Systems

For the design and evaluation of the NUMA-aware prefetcher presented
in chapter 5, we have executed simulations using the gem5 simulator, ver-
sion v20.1.0.2 [97] and the classic memory model. The gem5 simulator is a
cycle-accurate simulator that allows simulating a full system architecture at
different levels of detail. It provides the infrastructure to simulate complete
systems with real instruction set architectures (ISA). The full-system simu-
lation includes a five-stage architecture, options to run multicore systems,
with a cache hierarchy and various memory devices.

We have extended gem5 to be able to account for the different latencies in
NUMA systems. We model and simulate the NUMA behaviour by adding
some extra delays at the system bus crossbar, which interconnects the last-
level cache with the memory controllers that manage the main memory
space. These additional delays depend on the requesting port and the
destination physical address: if the requesting port comes from a CPU that
is not local to the destination address, the access will take longer. This allows
for a simple but effective modelling of a real NUMA system. A high level
diagram of this implementation is shown in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.3.: Latencies of the memory hierarchy in a simulated environment
and a real system

Latencies of the different cache levels up to main memory in a dual-socket gem5 simulated
environment and a real Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 (Skylake) system. Latencies measured
using lat_mem_rd from LMbench.

If the extra latency that is added for remote accesses matches with that of a
real system, our implementation shows a realistic behaviour. For example,
figure 3.3 shows the latency measurements with respect to the array size
according to lat_mem_rd from LMbench [102] for both gem5 (with an extra
latency of 60ns for remote accesses) and a real dual-socket system with Intel
Xeon Platinum from the Skylake family (where remote accesses cost 60ns
more than local accesses). The accesses in the simulated system are more
stable and show less noise compared to the real system, and the sizes of the
caches (shown with the array size and the jumps in latency) are different
to accommodate for the different number of cores, but the behaviours are
comparable.

The OS inside the simulated environment sees the NUMA characteristics
thanks to the devicetree description, written following the NUMA binding
description [108]. The crossbar does the delays using the same addresses as
defined in the /memory nodes in the devicetree file. The common character-
istics for the simulated systems, using 4 sockets, are detailed in table 3.1.
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Table 3.1.: Common characteristics of the simulated systems.
System details

Sockets 4 quad-core identical sockets
Page size 4KiB
Cache line size 64B
Latency to memory 80ns (local), 160ns (near socket), 240ns (far sockets)

Socket details

Cores 4 single-threaded, out-of-order cores
L3 shared cache 8 banks, 512KiB/bank, 16-way, 1port/bank

Core details

L1 inst. cache 32KiB, 2-way, single port
L1 data cache 64KiB, 2-way, single port
L2 cache 256KiB, 8-way, single port
Load-store queues 48 load entries, 48 store entries
Instruction queue 92 entries
Reorder buffer 192 entries
Branch predictor Tournament predictor

Prior works have simulated NUMA systems using execution traces. In order
to run these simulations, detailed traces that contain different hardware
counters and machine status information are stored and then parsed with a
different software that makes some modifications depending on the expec-
ted behaviour of the target system. For example, Daoudi et al. [42] develop
sOMP, a simulator that uses traces obtained through the OMPT [56] interface
to simulate task-based OpenMP applications with NUMA effects. However,
they are not modelling the level 1 and 2 caches. Another trace-based altern-
ative is TaskSim [132], which has been used to model current and future
systems at various levels of detail [60, 62] (from cache to inter-node com-
munication). It could potentially be used to model systems like the ones we
use, but we would not get the level of detail that we are looking for.

3.3. Workloads

In this thesis we have evaluated our proposals with different benchmarks and
applications, programmed using both fork-join and task-based programming
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models. This section gives the details of the various benchmarks and the
reasoning behind the decision of using them.

3.3.1. Fork-join parallel applications

As presented in section 2.3, one of the main approaches for programming
parallel shared-memory systems is the fork-join programming model, with
OpenMP being one of the most used options nowadays. Many applications
and benchmarks for HPC and scientific computing use this programming
model and many of them suffer from NUMA effects. For this reason, we
do the performance evaluation of the interactions between prefetchers and
thread and page mappings in NUMA systems (further detailed in chapter 4),
and also the NUMA-aware prefetchers (explained in chapter 5), using fork-
join applications.

NAS Parallel Benchmarks

One widely used benchmark suite is the NAS Parallel Benchmarks suite [8, 9].
Most of these benchmarks are derived from computational fluid dynamics
applications. In the case of BT, LU and SP, they are pseudo-applications that
represent a system derived from the 3D Navier-Stokes equations.

The Block tri-diagonal solver (BT) is a pseudo-application that solves
multiple independent block-tridiagonal systems using blocks of size 5 × 5.

The Lower-upper Gauss-Seidel solver (LU) is another pseudo-application
that solves a sparse linear system by splitting it into block lower-upper
triangular systems. It uses the symmetric successive over-relaxation method
(SSOR) to get the solution.

The Scalar penta-diagonal solver (SP) is the third pseudo-application,
in this case it solves a system with scalar pentadiagonal bands of linear
equations.

This suite also has various kernels that are widely used in computational
fluid dynamics applications.
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Conjugate gradient (CG) is a kernel to find the smallest eigenvalue of sparse
positive-definite matrices.

The discrete 3D fast Fourier transform (FT) performs three one-dimensional
fast Fourier transforms, one per spatial dimension, and stresses one-to-one
communications.

Multi-grid (MG) is a memory-intensive kernel that is applied to a sequence
of meshes to compute the solution of the 3D scalar Poisson equation.

There are other synthetic benchmarks in the suite, like an integer sort (IS),
which does not use any floating point arithmetic, and an embarrassingly
parallel computation (EP). We use all these benchmarks for both the mod-
elling of interactions between prefetchers and thread and page mappings in
chapter 4 and the performance evaluation of NUMA-aware prefetching in
chapter 5.

For the interactions between prefetchers and thread and page mappings,
instead of the official Fortran implementation, we use a C implementation [9,
124] based on version 3.0 of the benchmarks.

Rodinia benchmarks

In our evaluation, we include some benchmarks from Rodinia [38], which
gathers benchmarks that have versions for heterogeneous computers. In our
case, we just use the OpenMP versions for general-purpose architectures.

Breadth-first search (BFS) is a benchmark that implements a parallel ver-
sion of the classic breadth-first graph traversal algorithm.

CFD solver (CFD) is solver for the 3D Euler equations for compressible
flows, in a finite volume and using an unstructured grid.

Hotspot and Hotspot 3D are used to estimate processor temperature by
means of the floor plan and simulated power measurements. The 3D version
is for 3D integrated circuits.
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K-means is a clustering algorithm used to find 𝑘 clusters. It uses the mean
values as centroids for the clusters, updating the centroids at each iteration.
The algorithm is iterative and finishes once no point changes of cluster.

LU decomposition (LUD) is another version of the LU decomposition of a
matrix. This is implemented for dense linear algebra, in contrast with the
version from the NAS Parallel Benchmarks.

K-nearest neighbours (NN) finds the 𝑘 neighbours that are nearest to a given
point, using the surface of a sphere and latitude and longitude for calculating
the Euclidean distances. The data is represented as an unstructured set.

Needleman-Wunsch (NW) is a non-linear method for finding global optim-
ums, using dynamic programming, of DNA sequence alignments.

Pathfinder finds the path with the smallest weight from the bottom row
to the top in a 2D grid, where each step, always moving upwards either
diagonally or vertically, has an associated weight.

Streamcluster is a clustering algorithm that, for a stream of points, uses
the median to find the centre of the cluster that minimises the distance. In
comparison with K-means, the number of clusters is given by a range and is
not a single number, so it can create a new centre (or cluster) if it minimises
the distance.

Other benchmarks

We also include applications from other sources, including the CORAL-2
Benchmarks1 suite, provided by the Advanced Simulation and Computing
programme in the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).

Black-Scholes, from the PARSEC benchmark suite [16, 17] executes in
parallel various instances of a solver for the Black-Scholes partial differential
equation. This equation models how the price of an asset updates the value
of an option.

1https://asc.llnl.gov/coral-2-benchmarks
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CLOMP [19] is from CORAL-2 and is the C version of the Livermore OpenMP
benchmark. It measures OpenMP and threading overheads. Its behaviour
tries to approximate typical scientific workloads with strong scaling.

HACCmk is a standalone code from Argonne National Laboratory that serves
as a strong-scaling benchmark for the short-force evaluation kernel of HACC
from CORAL-2. The original HACC application simulates how structure can
be formed in fluids without collision, under the influence of gravity, in an
universe that is expanding.

LULESH [66, 80], a standalone benchmark from LLNL, models an hydro-
dynamics application and approximates the equations using a mesh to
divide the space, using an unstructured hex mesh.

Quicksilver, also from CORAL-2, is a proxy application for the Mercury
application from LLNL that solves a simplifiedMonte Carlo particle transport
problem, where particles are transported by different kinds of radiations.

Evaluated inputs

In order to properly evaluate the NUMA effects, the selected inputs need to
be large enough that they do not fit in the cache and the latencies due to
NUMA are not hidden by the cache capacity. Table 3.2 includes a summary
of the inputs used in the fork-join parallel applications.

Accelerating the evaluation with codelets

As executing the full applications for the complete set of NUMA+Prefetcher
configurations is impractical, in chapter 4 we use a technique called codelet
execution [109, 124] instead. Codelet execution extracts hot regions from the
application as small, representative codelets and uses them to characterise
the application’s performance. Codelets are on average 66× faster [125] to
evaluate than running the full application.

Codelet execution is faster because it only executes a few instances of each
region (instead of hundreds during the original run). To ensure that the
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Table 3.2.: Summary of inputs for fork-join parallel applications.
benchmark input description

NAS Parallel Benchmarks input class A (limited iterations)
Ro
di
ni
a
be
nc
hm

ar
ks

BFS graph of one million nodes with degrees between
3 and 6 (graph1MW_6.txt)

CFD missile.domn.0.2M
Hotspot 1024 × 1024 grid, 2 iterations

Hotspot 3D 1024 × 1024 grid per layer, 1 layer/thread, 100
iterations

k-means KDD Cup data set (494 020 points, 35 dimensions)
into 5 centres

LUD 8000 × 8000matrix
NN 5 nearest neighbours for default input database,

latitude 30°, longitude 90°
NW 2048 × 2048 size, penalty 10

Pathfinder width of 100 000 elements, 100 steps
Streamcluster 1 ⋅ 106 points of 128 dimensions, handled in

chunks of size 2 ⋅ 105, clustered into 10 to 20
centres, using 5000 intermediate centres

CO
RA

L-
2 CLOMP 32 threads, 16 parts, 400 zones per part, 32 bytes

per zone
Quicksilver Problem #2 for the CORAL-2 benchmarks, 1331

mesh elements per node (Coral2_P2_1.inp)

Black-Scholes 10million inputs (in_10M.txt)

HACCmk default strong-scaling input

LULESH cube mesh of length 40

codelet executionmatches the behaviour of the regionwithin the application,
codelets implement a short warm-up phase that configures the system state
(e.g., caches) to match the application’s native execution.

Codelets have been shown to be accurate enough for bothmicro-architectural
evaluation [110] and NUMA configuration studies [125]. This is because
parallel regions typically exhibit similar behaviour [148]. For our fork-join
applications, we extract codelets for instances of each important OpenMP
parallel region. This results in 57 codelets, which take approximately 2 days
to execute across all configurations, but would take over 4 months with full
executions.

The list of codelets for each application is detailed in table 3.3.
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Table 3.3.: List of codelets for each fork-join parallel application.
benchmark list of codelets

BFS BFS 1, BFS 2
Black-Scholes Black-Scholes

CFD Euler 3D flux, Euler 3D time step
CLOMP CLOMP do barrier, CLOMP mod 1, CLOMP mod 2.1, CLOMP mod 2.2,

CLOMP mod 3.1, CLOMP mod 3.2, CLOMP mod 3.3, CLOMP mod 4.1,
CLOMP mod 4.2, CLOMP mod 4.3, CLOMP mod 4.4

HACCmk HACCmk
Hotspot Hotspot

Hotspot 3D 3D
K-means K-means

LUD LUD
LULESH LULESH cont, LULESH energy, LULESH eval, LULESH force,

LULESH kinematics, LULESH press 1, LULESH press 2,
LULESH stress

NN NN
NPB BT BT x_solve, BT y_solve, BT z_solve
NPB CG CG iter, CG residual
NPB FT FT step 1, FT step 2, FT step 3
NPB IS IS main, IS rank
NPB LU LU rhs, LU ssor
NPB MG MG ps inversion, MG residual
NPB SP SP rhs, SP x_solve, SP y_solve, SP z_solve

NW Needle 1, Needle 2
Pathfinder Pathfinder
Quicksilver QuickSilver

Streamcluster Streamcluster gains 1, Streamcluster gains 2

3.3.2. Task-based parallel applications

As mentioned earlier in section 2.3.1, task-based parallel programming
provides high flexibility when programming and allows for achieving a higher
performance. One key aspect is the possibility of seeing the application
as a directed acyclic graph: it allows to apply graph algorithms on it to do
optimisations at execution time, as we study in chapter 6.

The task-based Conjugate gradient (CG) is an iterative method for solving
linear symmetric positive-definite systems of equations, represented with
sparse matrices. It computes the solution by building a basis of orthogonal
vectors in each iteration. This benchmark is not the one from the NAS
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Parallel Benchmarks suite presented in the previous section: we use a sparse
matrix version with the task decomposition described by Jaulmes et al. [72].

Gauss-Seidel is an algorithm solving the stationary heat diffusion prob-
lem using the iterative Gauss-Seidel method with a 4-element stencil (top,
bottom, left, right). In this algorithm, the top and left elements used for
calculating the current block are from the same iteration, whilst the right
and bottom elements are from the previous iteration. The graph follows a
wavefront shape and various iterations can be run simultaneously, as long
as the dependencies between blocks of different iterations are preserved.
The implementation is based on a task decomposition given by tiles with the
tile contents contiguous in memory (instead of the rows) and halos between
the tiles of the matrix to communicate the borders of the tiles. The use of
the halos for communicating improves the data locality in the cache and
reduces the amount of data that might need to be communicated between
NUMA nodes.

The Integral histogram computes a cumulative histogram for each pixel
of an image, using a cross-weave scan as described by Porikli [126]. This
algorithm is used as a kernel for some image recognition methodologies.
In our case, the calculations of the histograms of different images are over-
lapped to increase parallelism.

Jacobi solves the stationary heat diffusion problem using the iterative Jacobi
method with an implementation derived from the Charm++ project [34, 79].
This implementation uses a 5-element stencil (top, bottom, left, right, centre)
and a task decomposition given by blocks of rows. The double-buffer nature
of Jacobi gives an embarrassingly parallel algorithm inside every iteration
with a very symmetric TDG, hence it becomes simple to partition in contrast
to the Gauss-Seidel code that solves the same problem.

NStream is a synthetic benchmark to measure memory bandwidth based
on STREAM [103]. This task-based parallel implementation works with 𝑁
independent arrays (a multiple of the number of threads, usually). Its task
graph is made of 𝑁 isomorphic connected components, so partitioning it
should be as easy as assigning every component to one NUMA domain.
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The QR factorisation of a matrix 𝐴 is a product 𝐴 = 𝑄𝑅 where 𝑄 is ortho-
gonal and 𝑅 is upper triangular. This kind of factorisation can be applied to
any kind of matrix, it is not required that the matrix is square or invertible.
Another good property of this factorisation is that, since 𝑄 is orthogonal, its
matrix inverse is obtained just by transposing it. We use a task-based imple-
mentation of the tiled algorithm, using LAPACK as described by Buttari et al.
[23], which saves the 𝑅 matrix and the Householder reflectors (to compute
𝑄) in-place.

Red-Black is the third algorithm for solving the stationary heat diffusion
problem. The data decomposition is exactly the same as for Gauss-Seidel,
but the task graph is more similar to Jacobi; the red sub-iterations are fully
parallel (by tiles) and so are the black sub-iterations. This happens because
at each iteration, the red tiles depend on the black tiles of the previous
iteration and, similarly, the black tiles depend on the red tiles of the current
iteration.

Symmetric matrix inversion (SMI) is used to compute the inverse of a
symmetric matrix in a fast way by using a Cholesky factorisation. One use-
case for this algorithm is when dealing with some variance matrices. We use
the tiled task decomposition of the dense linear algebra version as described
by al-Omairy et al. [111], using LAPACK.

Evaluated inputs

Table 3.4 includes a summary of the inputs used in the task-based applica-
tions in the two different systems. The inputs are chosen to stress the NUMA
behaviour of the system, by using large data sets that do not fit in the caches,
and a large number of tasks to stress the parallelism and communications.
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Table 3.4.: Summary of inputs for task-based parallel applications
benchmark input in SGI Altix UV100 input in Atos Bull bullion S

Conjugate gradient matrix Hook_1498.mtx,
divided into 45 blocks

synthetic Poisson 3D matrix,
7-point stencil,
480 × 480 × 480

Gauss-Seidel 6144 × 6144-element stencil
divided into blocks of
512 × 512 elements

30720 × 30720-element
stencil divided into blocks of
1024 × 1024 elements

Integral histogram 10 images of 12288 × 12288
elements divided into blocks
of 512× 512 elements, sorted
into 32 bins

10 images of 32768 × 32768
elements divided into blocks
of 512× 512 elements, sorted
into 32 bins

Jacobi 15000 × 15000-element
matrix divided into 150
blocks of columns

50000 × 50000-element
matrix divided into 500
blocks of columns

NStream arrays with
𝑁 = 768 ⋅ 1024 ⋅ 1024

arrays with
𝑁 = 9216 ⋅ 1024 ⋅ 1024

QR factorisation 23040 × 23040matrix
divided into blocks of size
1280 × 1280

53760 × 53760matrix
divided into blocks of size
1280 × 1280

Red-Black 6144 × 6144-element stencil
divided into blocks of
512 × 512 elements

30720 × 30720-element
stencil divided into blocks of
1024 × 1024 elements

Symmetric matrix
inversion

36000 × 36000matrix
divided into blocks of size
1800 × 1800

53760 × 53760matrix
divided into blocks of size
1280 × 1280
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Chapter 4.

Performance and configurationmodels
for interactions between NUMA and
hardware prefetchers

This chapter presents the performance benefits of optimising both NUMA
scheduling (threads and data placement) and prefetcher configuration at
runtime through careful modelling and online profiling. Optimising NUMA
scheduling and prefetcher configurations together leads to a large and com-
plex design space that has previously been impractical to explore at runtime.
To address the large design space, we propose a prediction model that re-
duces the amount of input information needed and the complexity of the
prediction required. We do so by selecting a subset of performance counters
and application configurations that provide the richest profile information
as inputs, and by limiting the output predictions to a subset of configurations
that cover most of the performance. Our model is robust and can choose
near-optimal NUMA+Prefetcher configurations for applications from only
two profile runs. We further demonstrate how to profile online with low
overhead.

The contributions in this chapter are:

• Demonstrating that the co-optimisation of NUMA and prefetcher
configurations can lead to a 1.77× average speedup over a locality-
optimised NUMA baseline with all prefetchers enabled (section 4.3),
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but that it requires the impractical evaluation of 288 distinct configur-
ations per parallel region (section 4.2).

• The design of a prediction model (section 4.4) that requires the evalu-
ation of only 2 distinct configurations and achieves an average of 1.68×
(95% of the optimal performance) speedup over a locality-optimised
NUMA baseline with all prefetchers enabled (section 4.5).

• A methodology for applying our model at runtime that handles inter-
region configuration conflicts (section 4.6).

4.1. The relevance of NUMA and prefetcher configurations
in performance

For both NUMA and prefetching, appropriately configuring the system can
lead to significant performance gains. NUMA optimisations have been ex-
plored extensively [43, 49, 50, 104, 147] and focus on adjusting the thread
and data placement across the nodes to minimise latency and maximise
bandwidth. These optimisations are typically done via the operating sys-
tem’s memory manager and thread scheduler. Configuring prefetchers via
hardware registers [76, 85] improves performance by adjusting where data is
prefetched and how aggressively it is fetched to match the application and
system cache hierarchy.

However, previous prefetcher studies have assumed fixed NUMA configura-
tions, and, likewise, previous NUMA studies have assumed fixed prefetcher
configurations. This leaves open the question as to what benefits can be
achieved by co-optimising for both NUMA (thread and data placement) and
prefetchers.

To appreciate the complexity of optimising for both aspects simultaneously,
consider figure 4.1, which shows how part of the BT benchmark [9] is af-
fected by prefetcher configurations (16 squares) depending on the NUMA
configuration (left: all data in one node, right: optimised for locality). As the
figure shows, while the middle row of prefetcher configurations improves
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Figure 4.1.: Normalised cycles (lighter is faster) for BT using two NUMA
configurations.

For the x_solve codelet from BT, these two heatmaps of normalised cycles show opposite
effects of prefetchers depending on NUMA configuration, using 32 contiguous threads. There
are 16 prefetcher configurations, set up with four bits (0 enabled, 1 disabled).

performance with the left NUMA configuration, the same prefetcher con-
figurations hurt performance for the right NUMA configuration. The full
complexity of this problem is shown in figure 4.2: 16 prefetcher configura-
tions for each of 4 page mappings across 5 combinations of thread or node
parallelism, and mapping for 57 parallel benchmark regions. It is clear from
this figure that, while the benchmarks exhibit diverse behaviours across
the NUMA+Prefetcher configurations, there are clear patterns that we can
leverage for efficient optimisation.

To address this large search space we develop models that can choose near-
optimal NUMA+Prefetcher configurations for applications. Our models
use input profiles (performance counter values) collected by executing
parallel regions from the application under a few specific NUMA+Prefetcher
configurations. This provides valuable information about the applications
(as they are profiled on multiple NUMA+Prefetcher configurations) at low
cost (as only a few configurations need to be profiled). We demonstrate
through cross-validation that the resulting models are capable of accurately
predicting good NUMA+Prefetcher configurations for unseen applications,
and we show how they can be gathered online at runtime.
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Figure 4.2.: Normalised speedups (lighter is faster) of parallel regions show-
ing complex sensitivities to NUMA+Prefetcher configurations
on a Sandy Bridge system.

The regions are clustered according to similar speedup behaviours. Each vertical line on a
NUMA configuration (thread and page mapping) is 1 of 16 prefetcher configurations.
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4.2. Search space

Themain challenge in optimising applications for both NUMA and prefetch-
ing carrying out an efficient exploration of the large number of configurations
in order to build the models. In this work we consider 18 (or 20, depend-
ing on the system) state-of-the-art NUMA optimisations for thread- and
page-placement together with the 16 hardware prefetcher configurations
available on our system. This leads to a search space of 288 (or 320) NUMA+
Prefetcher (thread+page+prefetching) configurations, which would take over
4 months of execution time to explore directly for our benchmarks. For this
reason, we use codelets as presented in section 3.3.1, in order to obtain the
performance metrics needed to build the models.

4.2.1. NUMA configurations

We focus on standard fork-join parallel HPC applications, e.g., OpenMP
paralleled for-loops, as this results in predictable thread assignments. The
applications are those presented in section 3.3.1The threadmapping defines
how the application’s execution threads are assigned to the hardware cores
available in the system1. Similarly, the page mapping defines how the
application’s memory pages are assigned to the processor nodes’ DRAM.

Except in the case of a single-node system, where all NUMA configurations
are equivalent, the different combinations of thread- and page-mapping
can give very different results in terms of data locality, performance, and
energy consumption for each application.

Thread Mapping

We consider three thread mapping parameters: degree of parallelism (num-
ber of threads used), NUMA degree (number of NUMA nodes used), and
assignment algorithm (how threads are assigned to cores on the nodes).
We consider two thread assignments: contiguous and scattered. Both evenly
1We ignore hardware multithreading in our policies and experiments for simplicity.
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distribute the threads across the nodes. However, scattered uses round-
robin to place the threads (e.g., if using 4 threads and 2 nodes, threads 1
and 3 are mapped to the first node and threads 2 and 4 to the second) while
contiguous places them iteratively (e.g., if using 4 threads and 2 nodes,
threads 1 and 2 are mapped to the first node and threads 3 and 4 to the
second). For the configurations where we use only a subset of the cores,
the remainder are idle. We pin the threads to the specific cores to keep the
mappings stable throughout the execution.

Page Mapping

We consider 7 different page mappings, some of which require detailed
profiler/programmer information and others which can be applied auto-
matically by the system.

The automatic policies include: first touch (each page is allocated on the
node that first accesses it), single node (all pages are allocated on one single
node), and interleaved (pages are distributed in a round-robin fashion
among the available nodes). We additionally consider two additional policies
when all threads are in a single node: local (pages are allocated on the
same node), and remote (pages are allocated on a different node from the
execution). Remote mapping is typically a bad configuration because it
increases access latency and reduces bandwidth, but is useful for exposing
NUMA sensitivity. It is important to note that even though the first touch
policy does not require any profiling or support from the programmer, the
result of this mapping is highly-dependent on the application code, the
thread mapping, and the scheduling algorithm.

The mappings that require detailed profiler/programmer support include:
locality (each page is allocated in the node of the cores that will access the
page the most), and balance (pages are spread across the nodes in such a
way that the total amount of memory accesses to each node is approximately
the same). These mappings require profiling the application’s access pattern
and implicitly assume that the patterns are reasonably stable across different
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runs and inputs, which has been shown to be a fair assumption for these
benchmarks [124, 148].

4.2.2. Prefetcher configurations

The hardware prefetcher configurations provided by Intel2 for post-Nehalem
microarchitectures provide 4 bits (16 combinations) to control four prefetch-
ers [41, 63, 94]:

• DCU IP-correlated prefetcher: A stride prefetcher that brings data
from the L2 into the L1 (data cache unit, or DCU) by correlating
prefetches with the instruction pointer (IP, or program counter).

• DCU prefetcher: A next-line L1 cache prefetcher.

• L2 adjacent cache line prefetcher: For every access it brings the
previous or next line (64B) that completes a memory block aligned to
128B.

• L2 streamer prefetcher: Detects data streams and fetches the next
predicted lines to the L2 cache. Similar to the DCU IP-correlated
prefetcher, but not using the instruction pointer.

4.3. Characterisation

To understand how we can simplify the search space, we first explore all
NUMA+Prefetcher configurations via codelet execution. This brute-force
exploration allows us to identify common behaviours across codes and
configurations, which we can then use to build efficient models for choosing
the best configuration.

2See https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/disclosure-of-hw-prefetcher-
control-on-some-intel-processors
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4.3.1. Experimental setup

For our experiments we use two machines: a four-node Intel Sandy Bridge
EP E5-4650 with 128GB of RAM and a dual-node Intel Skylake Platinum
8168 with 188GB of RAM.

All speedups presented in this chapter are against an execution using all
cores (32 for the Sandy Bridge and 48 for the Skylake), scattered among all
nodes, and a locality-optimised page mapping with all prefetchers on. This is
an optimised configuration which tries to increase the bandwidth (scattered
thread mapping and locality page mapping) and reduce the latency (locality
page mapping and prefetcher activation) over a simple first touch policy.

4.3.2. Performance opportunities

We first look at the overall speedups that can be obtained from optimising
NUMA and/or prefetching in table 4.1. NUMA optimisations alone (1.66×
on average between Sandy Bridge and Skylake) are more significant than
prefetcher optimisations alone (1.19× on average). The reduced NUMA
sensitivity on Skylake is likely due to its faster interconnection links between
nodes. Moreover, Sandy Bridge has more nodes, further increasing the sever-
ity of NUMA effects. Interestingly, the benefit from optimising prefetchers is
the same for both systems.

A greedy optimisation for NUMA and prefetching (e.g., choosing one first,
then picking the best choice for the second) delivers still better performance,
but the best order depends on the system. Exploring all combinations of
NUMA and prefetcher configurations (i.e., a coupled optimisation) delivers
slightly higher performance of 1.77× vs. 1.72× for the greedy NUMA-first
optimisation (on average). However, the majority of this benefit comes
from one benchmark, K-means, which is able to find a particularly efficient
configuration with the coupled optimisation.

Figure 4.2 shows the per-region (rows) speedups (lighter is faster), across
all NUMA and prefetcher configurations (columns), for Sandy Bridge. The
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Table 4.1.: Comparison of speedups between different optimisation searches
against an optimised default (pages: locality, threads: scatter,
prefetchers: on).

Speedup (geometric mean)
Optimisation Sandy Bridge Skylake Average

Only NUMA 1.73 1.59 1.66
Only prefetchers 1.19 1.19 1.19

First NUMA, then prefetchers 1.78 1.66 1.72
First prefetchers, then NUMA 1.75 1.67 1.71

Coupled search 1.82 1.73 1.77

results for Skylake follow a very similar structure. On the left side, the regions
have been clustered usingWard’s method on the normalised speedup vectors,
showing that many regions share very similar speedup patterns across the
configurations.

This representation allows us to see which regions benefit from similar
NUMA+Prefetcher optimisations. For instance, BT (x_solve, y_solve and
z_solve) has very similar behaviour to MG residual, as they have similar
access patterns (when the pages are appropriately mapped). As a result,
they are clustered together. Similarly, all CLOMP regions, except the barrier,
show similar sensitivities and are grouped together (figure 4.2, top 10 rows).

Our clustering shows that many benchmarks share common behaviours,
suggesting that clustering behaviours or optimisations may be effective.

4.3.3. NUMA+Prefetcher configuration diversity

Figure 4.2 showed that there is significant similarity in region behaviour
across the NUMA+Prefetcher configuration space. In figure 4.3 we explore
the similarity of optimised NUMA+Prefetcher configurations across the
parallel regions. This figure shows the speedup we can achieve with a limited
number of configurations compared to the full exploration. Here we see that,
by only allowing the subset of the 11 best NUMA+Prefetcher configurations,
we can achieve over 98% of the maximum speedup, and when considering
the best 13, we can achieve 99%. These results come about for two reasons:
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Figure 4.3.: Maximum attainable speedup with respect to the number of
configurations.

the first is that regions have similar behaviours, as seen previously, and the
second is that in many cases different NUMA+Prefetcher configurations give
essentially the same performance benefit.

4.3.4. Takeaway

Our analysis shows that many benchmarks behave in similar ways and that
we can achieve nearly all of the speedup potential with a very small set
of NUMA+Prefetcher configurations. This suggests that it will be possible
to build a model that can recognise application behaviours (since there
is a limited number of them) and predict very good NUMA+Prefetcher
configurations (as only a few are needed to cover most of the benefit).

4.4. Predictionmodel

A brute-force approach to optimising NUMA+Prefetcher configurations
would take as input the performance of all possible configurations and
choose the best one as output. This guarantees the best performance but
comes with the very high overhead of evaluating all configurations. To
address this overhead, we train a prediction model that takes far fewer
configurations as input but can still choose among a large enough subset
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of all possible NUMA+Prefetcher configurations as output to achieve good
performance.

Building an effective model requires co-designing the subset of the input
configurations to evaluate and the output configurations to choose from
while training the model to accurately map between them. The subset of in-
puts reduces the profiling overhead but still allows us to observe application
differences, while the subset of output configurations allows us to simplify
the model, while still obtaining high performance.

4.4.1. Machine learningmodels

Weuse the Python scikit-learn [118] package to trainmultiple types ofmodels
(Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Logistic Regression (LR), Decision Tree
(Tree), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Clustering) using the parameters
in table 4.2. From section 4.3 we saw that:

1. Only 13 NUMA+Prefetcher output configurations are needed to cover
99% of the potential performance gains (section 4.3.3).

2. Many codes behave in a similar way across different NUMA+Prefetcher
optimisations (section 4.3.2).

These two observations guide our training of different types of models. To
take advantage of 1), we use supervised learning (ANN, LR, SVM, Tree) to
directly predict from among only the 13 overall most efficient configurations,
instead of across all possible configurations (288 for Sandy Bridge and 320
for Skylake). We also train Tree and ANN models using multi-labels: all
configurations that performwithin 95% of the best configuration are labelled
as best, instead of just labelling the best one.

To take advantage of 2), we use unsupervised clustering to group regions by
similar optimisation choices. Unlike supervised learning, clustering cannot
directly assign a configuration to a code. Therefore, we select the centroid
of each cluster (in the feature space) and use its configuration across all
the other regions within the same cluster. We expect efficient features to
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Table 4.2.: Prediction model parameters. Single/multi-label models use the
same parameters.
Model Parameter

ANN lbfgs, alpha=0.0001, hidden_layer_sizes=(7,)
Tree —
SVM gamma=scale, decision_function_shape=ovo
LR random_state=0, solver=lbfgs, multi_class=multinomial

Clustering Hierarchical Ward (Euclidean distance)

gather together regions that share the same optimal configuration. During
validation we measure the features of the new regions and assign them to
an existing cluster, and use its centroid-selected configuration.

Finally, we note that some models take much more time to train than others.
For example, creating a single-label Tree model is 100× faster than a multi-
labelled ANN. This directly affects the number of input feature pairs we can
explore in training.

4.4.2. Model generation and inputs

As shown in figure 4.4, the models we train take as input hardware perform-
ance counter values for a region executed with different NUMA+Prefetcher
configurations and predict the best NUMA+Prefetcher configuration for
that region. We identify the best configuration (correct prediction) through
brute-force measurement a of the execution time for all NUMA+Prefetcher
configurations for each region (see section 4.2). Our training input features
consist of hardware performance counter measurements for each region for
all NUMA+Prefetcher configurations b . With these input features c and
the correct prediction data d , we can train a variety of models e to predict
the best NUMA+Prefetcher configuration3.

3We do not consider first touch as a possible page mapping because it assigns pages based
on how the developer designs the first accesses rather than on fixed rules. Therefore,
first touch page allocation strategy differs across applications, making it an inconsistent
choice for our model.
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Figure 4.4.: Diagram showing how the model training scheme works.

Top: Training data collection, including brute-force evaluation of execution time for all
configurations. Bottom: Training each machine learning method across multiple subsets of
the input features to identify the best combination of input features and model.

Model inputs

Hardware performance counters provide precise information on the interac-
tion between the application and system. However, while these metrics are
valuable for characterising applications, they are not standard across sys-
tems. To address this, we use Likwid 3.0 [149] to abstract them to higher-level
performance groups. We select memory-system related measurements, res-
ulting in 19 performance counters from the Likwid NUMA, L2 CACHE, and
L3 CACHE groups, as well as energy/power measurements from RAPL [44].

However, using only 19 data points for each application obtained with a
single NUMA+Prefetcher configuration is not sufficient to train an accurate
model (see analysis in Section 4.5.3). We therefore collect performance
counter data for all NUMA+Prefetcher configurations, which increases our
training set by a factor of 288. This is particularly valuable as we observe that
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the same performance counter profiled with different NUMA+Prefetcher
configurations can return significantly different values, giving us information
on the impact of changing the NUMA+Prefetcher configuration.

This technique of amplifying application data by changing the execution
environment and observing the reaction is inspired by previous work in
compilers [33, 156]. That work measured execution times across different
compiler settings and built models to predict configurations based on the
programs’ reactions. We extend this concept by considering more diverse
metrics given by the hardware performance counters (e.g., local accesses,
bandwidth). This allows us to feed our prediction model with more di-
verse information to improve its accuracy. We call the resulting features
reaction-based performance counters as they show the reaction of hard-
ware performance counters to NUMA+Prefetcher configurations.

Unfortunately, while using reaction-based performance counters as input
features to our models increases our data for training, collecting them can
require up to 5472 executions for each region (19 counters × 288NUMA+Pre-
fetcher configurations)4 to measure the features and another 288 per code
for measuring the performance. However, these executions are a one-time
cost for generating training data for the model.

We can reduce the need for profiling by using the features from one system to
train models for another system. For instance, we can use the reaction-based
performance counter input features from Sandy Bridge together with the
ground truth (best configuration execution time) from Skylake to develop a
model for Skylake. This reduces the overhead to only the 288 performance
measurements to train the Skylake model. We demonstrate the accuracy of
this cross-training in section 4.5.1.

4On Intel machines this is reduced to 1440 executions as Likwid and RAPLmeasure multiple
counters at the same time. For codelets we require an initial warm-up execution prior to
the profiling execution [109].
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Feature selection and generation (subsetting features)

To reduce the input needed for themodel, we trainmodels using only a subset
of the input features for each region, specifically, two sets of performance
counters and NUMA+Prefetcher configurations5. This allows us to benefit
from the additional information provided by the reaction-based performance
counters while keeping the profiling cost low: only two runs are required. To
identify which subset of two features is most effective (i.e., contains helpful
information for choosing configurations), we train models for many subsets
of 2 input features and select the most efficient one. For each machine
learning method, choosing the best model requires training for 20.4 million
subsets6. As part of training, we use a standard 10-fold cross-validation
(section 4.5.1) to validate our models’ robustness.

4.5. Prediction results

We now evaluate the ability of our models to predict configurations for new
regions. We use the same system setup and regions presented in section 4.3.1:
we collect the reaction-based performance counters (model input features)
on Sandy Bridge and do a brute-force execution time exploration for all
configurations on both Sandy Bridge and Skylake. With this data (input
features and execution times), we train models for predicting NUMA+Pre-
fetcher configurations for Sandy Bridge and Skylake. We then evaluate
the resulting predictions on both systems vs. the ground-truth brute-force
execution time exploration.

5We empirically observed that two features provide good results from our models. Adding
more features may achieve higher accuracy but causes a combinatorial explosion of the
exploration space. We tried to only use subsets of many features collected within a single
NUMA+Prefetcher configuration, but did not achieve good results.

6Theexploration considers 21NUMA configurations instead of 18, separating single, balance
and interleave in 1-node settings, giving a total of 21 ⋅ 16 = 336 NUMA+Prefetcher
configurations, with 19 counters giving 336 ⋅ 19 = 6384 total features. This results in
(63842 ) ≈ 20.4M subsets of 2 features.
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Figure 4.5.: 10-fold cross-validation of the predicted results.

This validation shows robust prediction across unseen regions and close to optimal predic-
tions. Skylake results are trained with Sandy Bridge profiles. See also feature selection in
section 4.4.2.

4.5.1. Model evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the predicted configurations
for each model and validate that the model gives good results.

Model validation

Each model takes as input two features and provides a prediction of the best
configuration. To evaluate the quality of themodels, we quantify the perform-
ance loss between the model-predicted configuration and the brute-force
best configuration on unseen codes with cross-validation. Cross-validation
shuffles all codes and splits them into groups (folds) of similar size. Each fold
is then separately used as validation set for the model trained over remaining
codes. If the training accuracy is consistently high across the different folds,
then it indicates that the model is able to effectively generalise to unseen
codes.
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Cross-validation

We illustrate in this section how cross-validation evaluates a model. We
take as an example our best model for both Sandy Bridge and Skylake, Tree
single-label (see table 4.3).

Figure 4.5a presents the cross-validation for Sandy Bridge. It shows the
results of training the model on the benchmarks in the other folds and then
using the resulting model to predict the best configuration for the remaining
fold. Here all but 2 folds (6 and 9) show small differences between the
model prediction and the brute-force best choice, indicating that the model
has generalised well. The comparison of the predicted configuration to the
best configuration (dark) shows the model is effective, obtaining 95% of
the possible speedup. The reason why folds 6 and 9 show worse prediction
results is because CG residual and K-means, respectively, have distinct
behaviours (see figure 4.2), and they were not included in the benchmarks
used for training in these cases. However, the predicted configuration is
still equivalent to or better than just optimising for NUMA (page and thread
mapping), and we expect that these mispredictions would be addressed by
training on more codes.

Figure 4.5b shows the validation of the model which predicts configurations
on Skylake based on performance counters collected from Sandy Bridge:
i.e., the two input features are from reaction-based performance counters
on Sandy Bridge, with only the output configuration performance measured
on Skylake. This model has higher variability between the folds and the best
configuration, indicating the model is less-well generalised, and slightly less
effective (92% of the possible speedup). This is likely due to Skylake-specific
behaviour that is not visible in the Sandy Bridge performance counters used
for training, and shows the trade-off for reducing the training overhead by
reusing the Sandy Bridge input data.

Our models’ geometric mean performance gains, over a locality-optimised
baseline with all prefetchers enabled, are 1.76× (Sandy Bridge) and 1.60×
(Skylake) across all the folds. This shows that our best models provide
significant speedups while remaining robust across new unseen benchmarks.
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Table 4.3.: Best model parameters for each ML method, including the reaction-based performance counters selected as the
two profile inputs. (Thread mappings: remote, locality, single, interleave, balance, contiguous. Number of model
evaluations in the 2-day training period.) While the DRAM Power performance counter was selected for many of
the models, the second performance counter (and the NUMA+Prefetcher configurations) varied significantly.

First feature (best model) Second feature (best model)

NUMA configuration NUMA configuration

Sy
st
em

ML method
Perf.

counter HW pf. # th. # nodes Th. map. Page map.
Perf.

counter HW pf. # th. # nodes Th. map. Page map.
Model
speedup

# eval.
models

Sa
nd

y
Br
id
ge

Tree_s Package pow. 1111 8 1 — local Package pow. 1011 16 2 contig. balance 1.76 20 368 k
LR_s DRAM pow. 0110 8 1 — local Package pow. 1011 32 4 scatter locality 1.43 3349 k

Clustering DRAM pow. 0001 8 1 — remote DRAM pow. 1101 8 1 — remote 1.56 641 k
ANN_m DRAM pow. 1011 8 1 — remote Rem. DRAM BW 1011 16 2 scatter interl. 1.65 146 k
ANN_s DRAM pow. 0101 8 1 — local Energy 0001 32 4 scatter interl. 1.66 284 k
SVM_s Core pow. 0100 8 1 — local Core pow. 1010 8 1 — local 1.70 20 043 k
Tree_m Energy 1100 16 2 scatter single Package pow. 1010 32 4 contig. locality 1.74 11 075 k

Sk
yl
ak
e

Tree_s Package pow. 1101 16 2 contig. locality L3 miss ratio 1110 16 2 scatter single 1.60 20 368 k
LR_s DRAM pow. 1101 8 1 — remote Package pow. 1011 8 1 — local 1.40 3349 k

Clustering DRAM Pow. 1001 8 1 — local L2 miss ratio 1111 8 1 — local 1.40 643 k
ANN_m DRAM pow. 1100 8 1 — local L2 miss ratio 0110 32 4 contig. locality 1.51 144 k
ANN_s DRAM pow. 0111 8 1 — remote DRAM pow. 1101 32 4 scatter locality 1.53 293 k
SVM_s DRAM pow. 1001 8 1 — remote Loc. DRAM BW 1001 16 2 scatter balance 1.52 20 236 k
Tree_m Energy 1111 16 2 contig. interl. Rem. DRAM vol. 1010 8 1 — local 1.59 11 094 k
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For Skylake, the selected input features are L3 Miss Ratio and Package
Power, but with very different prefetcher and NUMA configurations (see
table 4.3). Package Power measures the power consumption of an entire
node, including cores, last level cache, and memory controller. It is interest-
ing to note that for Sandy Bridge the selected input features also measure
Package Power, but profile it on two very different configurations (i.e., dif-
ferent prefetchers, core counts or nodes). In other words, the performance
change across configurations is a useful information to guide the config-
uration prediction. This illustrates how the reaction-based performance
counters allow us to include sensitivities to system configurations as model
inputs.

4.5.2. Comparingmachine learningmethods

The various machine learning methods give different models with different
performance. Moreover, some of the models using some methods are faster
to evaluate than using other methods and, given a time budget, it is possible
to choose among more models.

Performance gains

We evaluate the 7 different machine learning methods described in sec-
tion 4.4.1. For each method and system, figure 4.6 reports the geometric
mean performance gain across all folds of the most efficient model.

For performance analysis we provide two baselines that use our brute-force
evaluation to pick the best configuration across subsets of the whole NUMA+
Prefetcher search space. We define best of 2 and best of 13 as optimisation
strategies to compare with. Best of 13 selects the best optimisation for
each region from the 13 output NUMA+Prefetcher configurations that our
models choose among. As illustrated in figure 4.3, best of 13 provides similar
performance to a full brute-force exploration and is therefore used as oracle.
Best of 2 picks the best configuration from only the two most efficient overall
configurations. That is, best of 2 has the same input overhead as our models:
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Figure 4.6.: Geometric mean performance gains of the most effective pre-
diction model for each Machine Learning method. _s/_m refer
to single label/many-labelled training.

the user runs two configurations and picks the best one. This allows us to
separate out the contribution of the model from the choice of model inputs.

Figure 4.6 shows that there is a significant difference across the the models:
1.2× between the best (Tree) and worst (Logistic Regression). However, the
methods show similar relative results across the systems. In both cases,
Tree (both single and many-labelled) gives the most efficient model while
Logistic Regression is the worst. Finally, SVM and Tree outperform the
best of 2 brute-force approach on both systems, demonstrating our model
capabilities.

Understanding why somemethods aremore efficient

To understand why Tree is the most efficient method, we need to describe
in details how we train. Each method iterates over the subsets of 2 input
features, trains a model for those input features, and then does a cross-
validation for the resulting model. For each method, the best performing set
of input features is chosen. This process takes longer for methods that are
slower to train, which therefore limits the number of input feature subsets
that can be evaluated. For each method we allocated a budget of 2 days of
training per system. This limits the number of input subsets explored for
the methods that take longer to train. table 4.3 shows the size of this effect.
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We observe that Tree_s was able to evaluate the whole search space of input
subset features, thus exploring 100×more input subsets than ANN many-
labelled in the 2 day training time. As a result, it is possible that the more
time-consuming methods did not have a chance to evaluate some particu-
larly good combinations of performance counters. To partially mitigate this,
we explored over 10 000 random subsets, as well as trying the best input
subset from Tree_s with the ANN. Unfortunately, these approaches did not
improve the performance, suggesting that input features need to be selected
together with the method for best efficiency. This is particularly interesting as
we see that some performance counters such as DRAM Power (included in
5 out of 7 models) carry valuable information, but are not used in Tree_s.

We conclude that Tree is not necessarily the bestmethod, but its combination
of faster training time and good prediction allows it to beat other models
that may be more accurate, but take longer to train. Therefore, investing
more time to train more time consuming methods such as ANN may further
improve the gains7.

4.5.3. Reaction-based performance counters improvemodelling

In the previous results, our models were all trained using the reaction-based
performance counters (e.g., inputs were a performance counter measured
on a specific NUMA+Prefetcher configuration). To quantify the value of
this measuring the performance counter on the default NUMA+Prefetcher
configuration, we compare our results with models that are only allowed to
choose their 2 input features from a single NUMA+Prefetcher configuration.

Single-configuration profiling drastically reduces the number of model in-
puts to only 19 ⋅ 19 = 361. As a result, each machine learning model was
able to evaluate all possible 2-input feature subsets. Figure 4.7 compares
single-configuration-trained models8 to our reaction-based performance

7We did not consider Deep Neural Networks due to our small input training set of only 57
parallel regions.

8Single-configuration for Sandy Bridge: 32 threads, 4 nodes, scatter, locality, and all prefetch-
ers on.
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Figure 4.7.: Single-configuration profiling vs. the best Reaction-based per-
formance counter approach (Tree_s React.).

counter models. We see that training on only a single configuration signific-
antly hurts performance (down to 93% of the Reaction-Based Performance
Counter approach for Tree_s), even thought it is able to explore all possible
input combinations. This showcases that the overhead of having to evaluate
codes on multiple configurations pays off in better modelling, which leads
to better performance.

4.5.4. Takeaway

We have shown that our Tree-based model can robustly predict combined
NUMA+Prefetcher configurations that deliver a geometric mean speedup of
1.74× (compared to 1.82× for an oracle), even against a locality-optimised
baseline with all prefetchers enabled. We observe that the Tree model wins
out due to combination of faster training (which allows greater exploration
of input combinations) and good prediction accuracy. Further, we have
shown that the reaction-based performance counters provide significant
benefits by exposing sensitivity to system configurations.

In this study we also observed that the Package Power performance counter
appears to provide the best indication of overall configuration fitness, as it
is chosen as an input to the best-performing machine learning models. This
choice is unexpected, as IPC (instructions per cycle) or MPKI (misses per
thousand instructions) are typically chosen to represent overall performance.
Our analysis is that Package Power performs better as it takes into account
both CPU activity (as IPC does) and cache behaviour (as MPKI does), as well
as CPU idle times, link utilisation, and DRAM accesses, making it a robust
overall metric.
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Figure 4.8.: Online evaluation of different configurations.

4.6. Optimising applications online

4.6.1. Online profiling and optimisation

The method described up until now makes predictions using information
from offline profiling: first, extract codelets of the OpenMP regions and
execute them with the two selected NUMA+Prefetcher configurations while
recording the appropriate hardware performance counters, then use the
model to predict the best NUMA+Prefetcher configuration. However, as the
application itself consists of repeated executions of the OpenMP regions,
we can move this profiling online by carefully setting the NUMA+Prefetcher
configurations between the OpenMP region executions as the application
runs and profiling online. Doing so allows us to collect the required input
information online with only the overhead of changing the configuration
for the two regions and appropriate warm-up.

Figure 4.8a illustrates the online profiling of OpenMP region A as the applic-
ation executes. The first instance of region A is used to collect the access
patterns (Address Trace) needed for the NUMA locality and balance policies9.
We then need to execute the region for each of the two input NUMA+Pre-
fetcher configurations required for the model (conf. 1 and conf 2. in the

9The overhead of collecting this information can be reduced to 12% [148], but in this work
we use Pin directly, which is around 10× slower.
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Figure). However, this incurs two sources of overhead: First, we may need to
migrate threads and pages if the current configuration does not match the
configuration we need to measure. And, second, we execute the OpenMP
region once before measuring to warm-up the caches, and this execution
may experience significant cache misses due to the migration. After that
setup, we profile the next execution of the region (Profile) and use the model
to predict the best configuration. With the model prediction, we migrate
pages and threads as needed (Migration), and then execute with the chosen
configuration (Optimised execution). This approach assumes that parallel
regions have similar behaviour, which is quite common in our benchmark
applications [124, 148].

4.6.2. Whole-application optimisation

While our prediction model finds the most efficient configuration for each
parallel region, it does not consider how regions interact. This is a problem
if the NUMA page optimisations for one region hurt the performance of
another region as explicit page migration between regions is generally too
costly [98]. Prefetching and thread configurations can be changed with little
overhead between regions, making them less problematic.

Such inter-region configuration conflicts have been shown to have a small
impact on overall performance10. Popov, Jimborean and Black-Schaffer [125]
reported that only a few applications in the NAS and Rodinia benchmarks,
such as BT ans SP, are significantly affected, and the overall reduction in
speedup when accounting for inter-region conflicts was only 6%. We there-
fore evaluate the impact of inter-region conflicts on our online profiling
approach for both BT and SP.

Our approach is similar to the one proposed by Popov, Jimborean and
Black-Schaffer [125]. First, we select the best configuration for each re-
gion individually. We then check the configurations for conflicts (i.e., pages
mapped to different nodes). If conflicts are found, we cross-evaluate the

10Speedups reported so far are for regions and do not include these effects. In this section
we evaluate two applications where these effects are significant.
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Figure 4.9.: Overheads and execution times for online and offline profiling.

Left: Overhead costs of online cross-evaluation of the parallel regions x_solve (top) and
y_solve (bottom) across the best individually chosen configurations for regions rhs, x_solve,
y_solve, and z_solve. Cross-evaluation requires first migration A , then warm-up B , and
finally profiling C for each configuration. Right: Average execution time for the region when
optimised for each configuration offline. Similar online/offline results show the accuracy of
online profiling.

configurations of the conflicting regions and select the best overall perform-
ing configuration. Figure 4.8b shows the phases of this cross-evaluation:
migration, warming, and profiling A and B with A’s configuration (left) and,
similarly, migration, warming and profiling A and B with B’s configuration
(right).

The cost and accuracy of online cross-evaluation is shown in figure 4.9 for
the x_solve region in BT (top) and the y_solve region in SP (bottom). The
figures show cycle counts for each step in the cross-evaluation of those
two regions. From left to right: the region is first executed twice with first
touch to observe the non-optimised configuration behaviour, followed by
migration/warmup/execution of the region with the configurations for the
rhs, x_solve, y_solve and z_solve regions. For example, A / B / C in the
top figure show A the cycles for migrating pages for the rhs NUMA+Pre-
fetcher configuration, B the cycles for executing the x_solve region with the
rhs configuration for cache warm-up, and C the cycles for the profiling of
the x_solve region with the rhs configuration. The accuracy of the resulting
online profile can be seen by comparing the online measured execution
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Table 4.4.: Execution times (billions of cycles) of BT and SP region conflicts
and online profiling. The overhead is quickly amortised since
each region is called hundreds of times.

Locality, 32 threads, Ignoring Offline best Online best
scatter (baseline) inter-region inter-region inter-region

BT 33.5 16.3 (2.1×) 22.9 (1.5×) 23.9 (1.4×)
SP 179.8 45.2 (4.0×) 53.5 (3.4×) 54.9 (3.3×)

time for the region with the different configurations to the offline profiled
one (e.g., for the rhs configuration, this is comparing the online measured
time in blue, left, to the offline measured time, blue, right).

Figure 4.9 shows that there are many more cycles spent in migration for BT
(top) than SP (bottom). This is because BT’s x_solve region has a different
access pattern from its y_solve and z_solve regions [98], causing more
pages to be migrated. Conversely, the three regions from SP all use a single
NUMA node optimisation, significantly reducing the migration cost.

For online profiling/optimisation to be effective, the overhead needs to
be less than the benefits. Our approach has three sources of slowdown:
migration, warm-up, and profiling11. These overheads are only paid once at
the beginning of the application and we find they are quickly amortised by
the speedups obtained.

Table 4.4 shows the execution time of the applications BT and SP with
four configurations: our locality-optimised baseline applied to the whole
application, ignoring inter-region conflicts and using each region’s best
configuration, the best overall configuration found offline, and the best
overall configuration found online, including profiling overhead. For both
applications there are enough page conflicts that the cost of migrating pages
between regions to use each region’s independently optimal configuration
is prohibitive. However, our online approach finds the overall best configur-
ation and delivers 95% of the offline performance.

11Note that the cross-evaluation profiling itself will incur slowdowns if the configurations
being cross-evaluated are a poor match for the region being evaluated. E.g., y_solve
takes over three times as long to complete when being profiled with the rhs configuration
(figure 4.9 bottom, “Profile rhs”).
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Figure 4.10.: Execution cycles for rhs from SP.

Overall best is the best configuration for the whole application, thread only uses the rhs
optimal thread configuration with the overall best page mapping, and is only slightly slower
than the combination rhs optimal thread- and page-mapping, but can be achieved without
the overhead of migrating pages.

4.6.3. Per-region NUMA optimisation

The overhead of page migration makes it too expensive to adapt on a per-
region basis. However, it can be profitable to change the thread mapping
on a per-region basis, once the overall best page mapping has been chosen.
As an example, our method identifies a case in the SP benchmark where
different regions should have different degrees of parallelism. This is shown
in figure 4.10, for the case of the rhs region when executed on the Sandy
Bridge system.

In this case, the best configuration for rhs uses 32 threads and maps the
pages across the whole system, while x_solve, y_solve, and z_solve op-
timally use only 8 threads and map all pages to just one node. Changing
the page mapping between these regions costs more than the potential
gains, but the reconfiguration overhead of changing the thread mapping is
negligible. By reconfiguring threads, but not pages, we can avoid the costly
page migration while retaining many of the benefits from the better thread
mapping (3.9× improvement from changing just the thread-mapping on a
per-region basis vs. 4.4× for changing both thread- and page-mapping on
a per-region basis, compared to the overall best all-region configuration),
which also outperforms the baseline locality-optimised mapping. The end
result is that the page mapping is stable throughout the execution of the
application while we change the thread mapping on a per-region basis, at a
negligible cost.
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A more sophisticated approach would be to consider which subsets of
threads, pages, and prefetchers should be optimised across conflicting con-
figurations, but we leave that for future work.

4.7. Summary

In this chapter we have shown that there is a significant performance be-
nefit from optimising the NUMA configuration (parallelism, thread-, and
page-placement) together with hardware prefetcher configurations (L1, L2).
However, this benefit comes at the cost of a very large design space to explore.
We tackled this problem by developing an efficient and robust performance
model. We reduce the overhead of collecting data for the model by identify-
ing two reaction-based performance counter configurations (combinations
of NUMA+Prefetcher and performance counters) which allow our model
to accurately predict the best configuration, and reducing the number of
configurations the model has to choose among by analysing how we can
reduce the configuration space without losing performance.

During training, we saw the importance of selecting the correct reaction-
based performance counters as inputs for each specific model type and
system and how we can do more efficient cross-system training by reusing
input data. We then demonstrated how this approach can be applied for
online profiling and optimisation to deliver an average of 1.68× perform-
ance increase over a NUMA-locality-optimised baseline with all prefetchers
enabled. Finally, we observed that in rare cases applications can suffer from
inter-region page-mapping conflicts. Using the best overall configuration
and changing parallelism across regions partly overcomes the performance
loss and improves over the already-optimised baseline.
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Chapter 5.

Hardware prefetching for NUMA systems

5.1. Introduction

This chapter presents a generic hardware prefetching scheme that leverages
the NUMA characteristics to enhance system performance. As shown in
chapter 4, using adequate configurations for prefetchers and NUMA simul-
taneously is needed in order to achieve the highest performance possible.
Just considering the optimisation of prefetcher configuration ahs shown to
give worse results than tackling NUMA scheduling or both simultaneously.
However, prefetchers are generally unaware of NUMA effects in the sys-
tem, and adapting them to consider these aspects could provide higher
performance improvements.

In this contribution, the knowledge about NUMA in the system is used
to prefetch data more aggressively depending on the physical location of
the predicted accesses. The extra latency when accessing non-local data
is hidden by prefetching this data to the higher levels of cache, with more
capacity. The prefetching scheme is evaluated using gem5, a cycle-accurate
architectural simulator, in a two-socket NUMA system, proposing a simple
stride prefetcher that is aware of NUMA effects. Finally, we show that the
ideas are really generic and can be applied to other prefetchers.

All things considered, we propose a NUMA-aware hardware prefetching
scheme with the main goal of making all accesses as if they were local. The
contributions in this chapter are the following:
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Figure 5.1.: Execution times of a microbenchmark with local and remote
accesses under different configurations.

• A generic NUMA-aware hardware prefetching scheme. This scheme
is compatible with any L1 hardware prefetching algorithm that can
generate a list of predicted addresses. The main implementation is the
NUMA-aware stride prefetcher (NASP), a stride prefetcher in the L1
that fetches some lines in the L3 depending on the physical location
of the predicted addresses (and when they are expected to be used).

• An evaluation of NASP, with 1.10× performance speedup with respect
to a standard stride prefetcher in the L1 and 1.02× over a state-of-
the-art prefetcher in a 4 socket system. The evaluation includes also
details about the communications and cost.

• A comparison with different prefetchers from the state of the art and
a NUMA-aware implementation of one of them, using the ideas from
NASP. The evaluated prefetcher with NUMA-aware changes has an
average speedup of 1.04× with respect to the original implementation.

• Incidentally, an implementation of NUMA using gem5 with the classic
memory mode.
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5.2. Motivation

5.2.1. Background on hardware prefetchers

The latency gap between CPUs and memory has increased as CPUs have
become faster at a higher rate than memory. This been overcome with more
complex memory hierarchies, with multiple levels of cache memories that
store a small subset of the data to make accesses faster. To take advantage
of the lower latencies obtained by accessing the cache instead of main
memory, the data must be in the cache. This can happen both with data
reuse (temporal locality) or by bringing data into the cache in advance.

Hardware prefetchers are structures that serve as a solution for bringing data
into the caches. These structures model a heuristic that, given a memory
access, predicts a new address that will be accessed later. A simple heuristic
is the next-line prefetcher: if line 𝑛 memory is accessed, it predicts that the
next access will be to its contiguous line, 𝑛 + 1. It can also predict other
lines for later use, like 𝑛 + 2, 𝑛 + 3 and so on.

Another more complex heuristic is used by the stride prefetcher. Here, the
prefetcher records a number of consecutive memory accesses (by program
counter, or general for the whole system) and calculates the difference. If
this difference 𝑑 is constant after some accesses (a confidence threshold), it
considers 𝑑 as the stride and it can issue predictions for lines 𝑛 + 𝑑, 𝑛 + 2𝑑,
𝑛 + 3𝑑, etc. Other options are explored in section 2.2.2.

Since data accesses from the CPU happen in a hierarchical way, the data is
first checked on the lowest cache level or level 1 (L1), then on the L2 and so
on up until main memory. This has the effect that only the L1 observes all
accesses. This also means that a prefetcher in the L1 has more information to
recreate the access patterns for prefetching. However, doing the prefetches
just in the lowest-level cache may reduce the performance due to thrashing
(if data is requested too far in advance and it is removed before being used
due to capacity constraints) or lateness (if the data is requested later to avoid
thrashing but does not arrive soon enough). A natural way to overcome
these issues would be to bring more urgent lines (those that are going to be
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used in the nearer future) to the lower-level cache, and bring the less urgent
ones to a higher-level cache, with much more capacity1.

However, the latency gap between memory and the CPUs is not the only
issue. CPUs can be grouped in clusters (sockets), each cluster with their
local memory and an increased latency for accessing memory in remote
clusters. This results in a new problem: not all accesses cost the same in
terms of latency (a NUMA system), and having a cache miss for data that is
physically in a remote memory can have a huge impact in the performance
of the application.

5.2.2. Opportunity for NUMA-aware prefetchers

Hardware vendors are designing systems that are becoming more and more
complex, with more NUMA effects. For applications that present an em-
barrassingly parallel behaviour or good weak scaling, these effects can be
hidden more easily, but more complications arise for workloads with non-
trivial access patterns [67]. Moreover, the latencies and bandwidths can be
so different between local and remote accesses that the execution times are
greatly affected. Partly, some of the proposals from hardware vendors come
from taking into account how the underlying memory behaves. They are
considering prefetching technologies which behave differently depending
on the characteristics of the downstream memory [65, 70, 96], mainly chan-
ging the prefetcher algorithm depending on the remote memory after some
training.

A possible solution for the latency gap is being more aggressive when
prefetching data from remote memory to prevent these long-latency misses.
The problem is that careless prefetching would hide the benefits of prefetch-
ing and caching in general due to thrashing. This can also be solved by
storing these prefetched lines in the higher cache levels (with higher aggress-
iveness, the extra lines have a lower confidence because they are expected

1This should not be confused with the urgency parameter for prefetchers in IBM POWER 7+
processors. That parameter corresponds to how fast the maximum prefetch depth should
be reached by the prefetcher.
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to happen further in the future). If the data is finally going to be used, the
prefetcher would request it again later in the future and the data could be
moved from the higher-level cache to a lower-level cache. Since the data
from the remote memory is cached in a high-level cache, the NUMA effects
should be reduced.

In order to evaluate this, we have built a microbenchmark that runs in
a two-socket system with sockets A and B. The microbenchmark has the
following phases:

1. Allocation: allocate a contiguous array.

2. Initialisation: initialise the data using core 1 of socket A. Due to the
default first-touch policy in Linux systems, the data will be physically
stored in socket A.

3. Local operations (1): execute read and write operations on the array
at positions with a stride of one cache line using core 1 of socket A (all
accesses local). Repeat 𝑁 times.

4. Remote operations: execute the same operations using core 1 of socket
B (all accesses remote). Repeat 𝑁 times.

5. Local operations (2): execute the same operations again using core 1
of socket A (all accesses local). Repeat 𝑁 times.

We measure the execution times of the three operation phases (3, 4, 5) under
the following settings:

• In a system without NUMA effects and without a prefetcher.

• In a system with NUMA effects without a prefetcher.

• In a system with NUMA effects and a NUMA-aware prefetcher. This
is a stride prefetcher that observes accesses in the level 1 cache and
does the access predictions. However, instead of inserting predicted
addresses in the prefetch queue of the cache, only the predictions
for addresses in a remote NUMA node are considered, and they are
inserted in the queue for the L3 (instead of the L1).
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This is evaluated in a simulated system like the one presented in section 5.4.1,
with a remote latency 1.5× larger than local latency for the NUMA systems.
The results of this evaluation are shown in figure 5.1, which includes the
average execution time for local and remote phases in each system. In the
system without NUMA effects and without a prefetcher, the execution times
of local and remote phases is very similar. When NUMA effects are included,
the remote phase has a slowdown similar to the latency ratio between local
and remote accesses. Once we add a stride prefetcher that only brings lines
to the L3 cache (and only when they are remote), the resulting execution is
like if there were no NUMA effects.

Thus, designing a hardware prefetcher that is aware of the NUMA effects
in the system has the potential to improve the performance of parallel
applications.

5.3. Proposal: NUMA-aware prefetching

We propose a prefetching scheme that leverages the non-uniform latency of
the memory in NUMA systems. The proposal is generic and can be built on
top of existing prefetchers because it only needs three parameters:

• the CPU that executes the access that triggers the address prediction
or its NUMA node,

• the NUMA node containing the data of the predicted address, and

• how far in the future the access to the predicted address is expected
to occur.

Our scheme is a modification on the general behaviour of prefetchers that
internally use a queue to make the requests. It is also irrelevant whether the
cache is indexed by physical or virtual addresses, but the prefetcher should
be able to do prefetches across page boundaries, so the prefetcher would
benefit from using virtual addresses and having access to a TLB. Without
this, all the predicted addresses would fall on the same page as the triggering
address. For simplicity, our explanations focus on a stride prefetcher to
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Figure 5.2.: Generic diagram of the NUMA-aware prefetching scheme.

build a NUMA-aware stride prefetcher (NASP), but the ideas should be
independent of the algorithm that is used to predict the addresses.

5.3.1. The NUMA-aware stride prefetcher

Figure 5.2 shows a generic diagram of our NASP proposal as described below.
In figure 5.3, we include an example code to explain the execution of our
proposal together with the diagram. This simple code is equivalent to a loop
that works with two vectors A and B and stores in A the sum of A and B.

Let us suppose the prefetcher is at the level 1 data cache and works with
virtual addresses, but the cache uses physical addresses. Moreover, the
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0x3140 cmp.lt r0, N ; index < N ?
0x3141 bz endloop ; end loop if false
0x3142 loop: r1 = A[r0] ; load operand 1
0x3143 r2 = B[r0] ; load operand 2
0x3144 r1 = r1 + r2 ; compute result
0x3145 A[r0] = r1 ; store result
0x3146 r0 = r0 + 1 ; increment index
0x3147 cmp.lt r0, N ; index < N ?
0x3148 bnz loop ; continue loop if true
0x3149 endloop: ; program continues

Figure 5.3.: Sample pseudo-assembly code for explaining the proposal. On
the left, the PC (program counter) is shown.

prefetcher does predictions correlated with the PC (program counter). Sup-
pose that we are using a system with pages of 4KiB and that A and B are
two arrays of 16KiB each (four pages), each element in the array occupies
one cache line and the cache lines are of 64B (i. e., each page is 64 cache
lines). Moreover, suppose also that A and B are aligned at the page level
(start virtual addresses 0x10000 and 0x20000, respectively), there are two
sockets and A is physically allocated completely in socket 0 and B in socket 1.
Finally, suppose that the code is executed by a CPU in socket 0, so accesses
to A are local and to B are remote.

Let us consider that, for both local and remote address predictions, the
L1 threshold is set to 4 prefetches and, only for remote predictions, the L3
threshold is set to 8. This means that, for any triggering address, the first
four predictions will be to the L1 and, if the predicted addresses are remote,
four predictions more will be added to the prefetch queue in the L3. This is
done this way to hide the latency of remote accesses.

Imagine we are at an iteration where r0 has a value of 60 and we are at
PC 0x3142, where the loop starts. The load will be of address 0x10F00 1 ,
and this will trigger the prefetcher to do eight predictions 2 , from 0x10F40

to 0x11100. The first three addresses, 0x10F40 to 0x10FC0, are on the same
physical page as the triggering address, so the translation is direct A and
the translation unit 3 inserts them in the translated predictions list. In the
threshold table 4 , they correspond to an address in the local range and
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their order is smaller than the L1 threshold, so the queue selection unit 5

sends them to the L1 prefetch queue B . The other five prefetches are on a
different page and are sent to the pending translation queue for the TLB to
respond, with their order attached C .

The execution continues, prefetches will be resolved when the system has
a slot to do the accesses. A point in time will arrive when the translations
are ready and inserted in the translated predictions list. Once they get to
the queue translation unit, the translation for 0x11000, corresponding to
the fourth prediction, will be stored in the L1 prefetch queue B because its
order is equal the L1 threshold. The other four addresses, corresponding to
the translations of 0x11040 to 0x11100, will be discarded D because they
are local to the executing CPU and farther in the future than the thresholds
for the L1 and L3 (their order is larger than both thresholds).

Similarly, once the load in PC 0x3143 is executed, the address 0x20F00

will trigger the prefetcher 1 . Like before, the prediction logic will give
eight predictions 2 , from 0x20F40 to 0x21100. The first three (0x20F40 to
0x20FC0) have a direct translation A , are below the threshold for the L1 4

and will be directly inserted into the prefetch queue of the L1 B .

However, there is a difference for the other five predicted addresses. Fol-
lowing the same process as with the previous load, once the TLB has the
translation for them, all of them will correspond to remote addresses. The
fourth, the translation for 0x21000, will go to the queue in the L1 due to the
threshold B . The last four are also remote, but their orders fall above the
threshold for the L1 and below the threshold for the L3 for remote addresses,
so the translations for 0x21040 to 0x21100 will be inserted in the queue for
the L3 E .

5.3.2. Other considerations

The number of parameters for the NUMA-aware decisions can be increased
to consider more options. For example, some prefetchers have a confidence
value and a threshold for this confidence before starting to do the predictions
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or to regulate the number of predicted addresses. A NUMA-aware prefetcher
could make an aggressive prefetching by bringing remote lines to the L3
if the confidence is still low to hide the latency of remote accesses. This
complicates the design, which is why we have not considered the parameter.
In any case, accesses that are expected in the short term will have higher
confidence than those expected to happen later.

Regarding other aspects like multithreading (i. e., SMT) or multiprogram-
ming (and the problems with context switching), where multiple threads are
sharing resources of a core, our proposal should not have a negative effect
and even have some benefits in general. NUMA-aware prefetching helps
reducing the number of prefetches in the L1 cache, thus reducing the risk of
thrashing due to having multiple threads running in the same core (higher
levels of cache have more capacity, and therefore thrashing is not such a
risk).

With respect to the use of the extra queues and buffers, their behaviour is
the same as for the already existing queues, flushing them or not in a context
switch according to the hardware implementation. Regarding the threshold
table 4 , in our evaluations the contents are hardcoded and not exposed to
the user. The thresholds could be exposed in a similar way to Intel’s MSR
x1A4 register or IBM’s DSCR to set up the prefetchers, that could have more
performance implications but that is left as future work.

5.4. Methodology

5.4.1. Simulation environment

We use the gem5 simulator with an environment as described in section 3.2.
We have modified the Prefetcher::Queued class in gem5 in order to include
the mechanism described in section 5.3, with two variants (one for the L1
cache and one for the higher-level caches). In the case of the version for
the L1 cache, if the prediction is for the same page as the triggering access,
the physical address is known by simple arithmetic and the prediction is
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stored either in the L1 prefetcher queue or communicated to the higher
levels according to criteria from section 5.3. If it is in a different page,
the prediction is pushed to the pending translations queue, and once the
translation is available the prefetcher decides whether it should go to the
L1 or a higher cache level. If the TLB does not have the translation, it is
simply discarded (no page walks are done), as defined in gem5 by default
for prefetches.

For the L2 and higher, the prefetcher itself just receives the messages from
the L1 prefetcher with the addresses that it should prefetch, so they are
simply pushed to the prefetch queue. The rest of the behaviour is like the
standard implementation in gem5.

To simplify the proposal, we will just consider prefetches to the L1 cache
and the last-level cache (in this case, L3).

5.4.2. Design space exploration

We evaluate our ideas by selecting some configuration points that cover
different scenarios:

• All prefetches go to the L1 cache (default).

• All prefetches go to the L3 cache.

• Some prefetches go to the L1 cache and some go to the L3 cache,
combining the following:

– For predicted local addresses, we set two constants 𝑘loc and 𝑘L1loc.
The first 𝑘L1loc predictions go to the L1 and the rest (𝑘L1loc+1,… , 𝑘loc)
go to the L3.

– For predicted remote addresses, we also set two constants 𝑘rem
and 𝑘L1rem. The first 𝑘L1rem predictions go to the L1 and the rest
(𝑘L1loc + 1,… , 𝑘loc) go to the L3.

In our executions, we set values such that 𝑘L1 ≔ 𝑘L1loc = 𝑘L1rem and 𝑘loc = 0
(only prefetching remote lines in the L3 cache, not lines in the local DRAM).
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We use the notation NASP 𝑘L1:𝑘rem to refer to these prefetching schemes.
Similarly, we use stride 𝑘L1 for a stride prefetcher in the L1. For example, in
NASP 8:64 and stride 8, we have 𝑘L1 = 8 (and 𝑘rem = 64 for NASP).

Evaluated benchmarks

We evaluate the performance of the NAS Parallel Benchmarks, presented in
section 3.3.1, in NUMA and non-NUMA simulated systems with different
prefetcher configurations. In the case of NUMA systems, using 4 sockets,
the latency for accessing data the local DRAM is 80ns. Accesses to data in
the non-local DRAM is 80ns greater for the neighbour socket, and 160ns
greater for the two farther sockets. In non-NUMA systems, all accesses have
the same latency as local accesses in the NUMA systems.

For the evaluation of the prefetchers in the NUMA system, we consider
the default configuration (all prefetches go to the L1) and our proposal
where part of the prefetches go to the L1 the rest go to the L2, depending on
different parameters. We compare the performance of these systems against
a non-NUMA system with the default prefetcher configuration, to see how
much improvement we get with our NUMA-aware scheme.

In all simulations, the MSHR queue size has at least 24 positions for the L1
and L2, and 32 for the L3, with the value increased to the prefetcher queue
size if it is larger. The queue size for the prefetcher is set to the maximum
prefetch degree plus 8, and for NASP in the L3 it is set to 𝑘rem − 𝑘L1 + 4 for
each cache slice.

5.5. Results and evaluation

In this section we show the results of the evaluation of our proposal. We start
with the results of the design space exploration presented in section 5.4.2
(section 5.5.1). We continue with the performance evaluation, not only
in terms of execution time but also of reduction in the misses and how
the proposal is affected by the NUMAness (section 5.5.2). After the general
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performance evaluation, we do a comparison with different prefetchers from
the state of the art (section 5.5.3), we extend one of these prefetchers to use
our ideas (section 5.5.4) and finish with the evaluation of the communication
and energy costs incurred by the proposal (section 5.5.5).

5.5.1. Design space exploration

We have developed a microbenchmark that does sequential accesses to the
data in a controlled manner, using both “local” and “remote” CPUs, to evalu-
ate how the different parameters affect the executions. Thismicrobenchmark
is presented in section 5.2.

Initially, we intended to do the parameter exploration with the microbench-
mark. However, the results were unsuccessful for various reasons, mainly
due to the density of memory instructions (one memory read/write every six
instructions) and expected miss rate in a system without hardware prefetch-
ing (50% of all accesses). This forces the L1 prefetcher to do prefetches
very far in advance, which at the same time causes thrashing in the cache.
Considering the prefetches in the L3 for remote accesses, the amount of
prefetches needs to be very large (starting from 128 prefetches, the NUMA
effects are completely hidden), which are the results in figure 5.1.

When evaluating more complex applications, with many threads running
simultaneously, the stride prefetcher in the L1 already starts to give some
performance improvements. The results are detailed further in the following
section.

5.5.2. Performance evaluation

Figure 5.4 shows the performance results of the different NAS Parallel Bench-
marks (NPB) with input class A in a 4-socket NUMA system where the
latency of accesses to local DRAM is 80ns, accesses to the DRAM of the
nearby socket are 160ns (2× the local latency) and, finally, accesses to the
DRAM of the farthest sockets is 240ns. The results are normalised to stride 8.
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Figure 5.4.: Speedups of standard stride prefetcher configurations and our
proposal.

For the standard stride prefetchers, everything is prefetched to L1. Speedups are normalised
to stride 8 (stride prefetcher that brings 8 lines to the L1 cache). Executions are in a simulated
NUMA system like the one in table 3.1.

For most applications, except for MG, all prefetchers are far from hiding the
NUMA effects.

When we consider the standard stride prefetcher in the private L1 caches (the
first group of bars), in general there is some speedup already for stride 24
(1.06× on average) with up to 1.07× on average for stride 64. However,
bringing 64 lines to the L1 cache can be unnecessarily aggressive.

In most cases, the NASP 8:64 scheme, which does a standard stride 8 in
the L1 and brings up to 64 remote lines (1 page) to the L3, gives very good
results. It is the best on average with 1.10× speedup over stride 8 and also
has some speedup over stride 64. In comparison, NASP 24:64 has an average
speedup of 1.09× over stride 8, although for some benchmarks it gives better
performance than NASP 8:64.

Only in the case of the MG benchmark all evaluated NASP configurations
underperform the best L1 stride prefetcher, which matches the ideal case
without NUMA. In particular, NASP 8:64 (the best on average) has a spee-
dup of 1.35× while the stride 64 (best stride on average) has a speedup of
1.42× and NASP 24:64 has a speedup of 1.39×. This is because the memory
access pattern for MG is well predicted by stride prefetchers and aggressive
prefetching in the L1 improves performance without causing thrashing.
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Figure 5.5.: Speedups vs. total number of issued prefetches (both normalised
to stride 8) at all cache levels.

In a single-socket environment, NASP 8 would behave like stride 8 and
NASP 24 would behave like stride 24, no matter the threshold for remote L3
prefetches (as long as all data is local). When manufacturing a system with
NASP, it could be set so that the threshold is 0 for the L3 when there is only
one NUMA node in the system to prevent spurious calculations.

Reduction of the issued prefetches

The purpose of our proposal is not only to have higher speedups. With NASP
there is an effective reduction in the total amount of predictions that are
issued by the prefetchers to the caches compared with other prefetchers
that achieve the same speedup. This is shown in figure 5.5, which has the
speedups of each prefetcher configuration in the 𝑌 axis against the number
of issued prefetches for all cache levels (normalised to stride 8) in the 𝑋
axis. If we only considered the prefetches issued for the L1, the NASP 8 and
NASP 24 schemes issue the same number as stride 8 and 24, respectively,
since they basically act as a stride prefetcher when not considering the
prefetches into the L3 cache.

What we take from the plots in figure 5.5 is that, on average, NASP can obtain
a similar speedup as stride 64 with just issuing 3/4 of the prefetches (using
NASP 8:64 or NASP 24:64). This is thanks to bringing remote lines to the L3,
instead of bringing all lines. Moreover, most of these prefetches will go to
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Figure 5.6.: Level 1 data cache misses per 1000 instructions.

the L3 cache instead of the L1 cache, improving the total communications
as shown in section 5.5.5.

The results are not always the same, however. For CG, the NASP configura-
tions that have similar results to the best stride prefetcher (stride 24) issue
more prefetches than that stride prefetcher. However, the difference is small
enough not to mean a big increase in the number of issued prefetches.

Reduction of the L1 cachemisses and unused prefetches

Another key result, as figure 5.6 shows, is that there is a reduction in the
misses per 1000 instructions in the L1 cache (considering only the misses
due to actual accesses from the executed code). Using NASP, just bringing 8
lines to the L1 (the NASP 8 schemes) we get MPKI values similar to bringing
24 lines using a normal stride prefetcher, and even lower in some cases. We
do not show such results for the L3 cache because the values are generally
low.

Figure 5.6 is a proof for the complex access patterns for CG and FT, compared
to the rest of the applications: they show a large number of misses per 1000
instructions in the L1 cache for any of the prefetcher configurations. In the
case of CG, it is a sparse linear algebra application. This means that memory
accesses within the application are generally irregular and stride prefetchers
make bad predictions. For this reason, prefetching too aggressively in the L1
cache can cause thrashing and NASP 8 has a lower MPKI value than NASP 24
or aggressive stride prefetchers. The high MPKI rate of stride 8 is hidden by
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Figure 5.7.: Geometric mean of the percentage of unused cache lines coming
from prefetches in the L1 for different prefetcher configurations.

NASP 8 thanks to the prefetches in the L3 cache, which reduce the latency
between L1 and memory.

On the opposite side, there is MG with a very low number of misses thanks
to the regularity of its memory access patterns. The memory accesses in this
application are very regular. However it is very memory intensive as well.
As figure 5.4 showed and we mentioned in section 5.5.2, the performance
results for NASP in this application do not follow the same trend as the rest
of the applications. Being so memory intensive can mean that data needs
to arrive earlier to the L1 cache to be used, requiring a more aggressive
prefetching approach in the L1 to have the data in time. This is supported
by the L1 MPKI for MG, which in general shows fewer misses for aggressive
stride prefetchers (stride 64) than for NASP 8.

Figure 5.7 shows that NASP reduces the ratio of prefetches that are evicted
from the cache before being used (those that arrive too early to the cache or
are mispredictions) when compared to stride configurations that achieve the
same speedup. In particular, the NASP 8 configurations have less unused
prefetches (in the L1) than stride 24 and both NASP 8 and NASP 24 fall
below stride 64. This is expected because the total number of lines that are
prefetched to the L1 cache is much lower. These ratios are calculated just
considering the lines that are marked as coming from the prefetcher in the
L1. Unlike in figure 5.5, the predicted lines that are already in the cache are
not accounted for in the total prefetched lines. However, these results come
with a caveat as we explain in section 5.5.2.
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Figure 5.8.: Speedups for various 2-socket systems with local latency of 80ns
and different remote latencies.

Each system is normalised to its execution with stride 8.

Reducing prefetches in the L1

One key observation is that reducing the latency between the L1 cache and
main memory means that prefetches arrive earlier to the cache. This has
the effect of allowing to reduce the aggressiveness of the L1 prefetcher (the
maximum prefetch depth in the case of the stride prefetcher), but at the
same time it can be a requirement to do so. Otherwise, there could be
thrashing in the cache or some prefetched lines might be discarded before
being used.

This is the reason why our NASP proposal can have lower performance
when the prefetch depth in the L1 is high compared to a standard stride
prefetcher with the same depth in the L1 for lower latencies. For instance,
figure 5.8 shows that NASP 64:128 has worse performance than stride 64 for
all latencies, when the data prefetched into the L1 should be roughly the
same among both prefetchers. This is also one of the reasons why, when we
fix the number of lines prefetched into the L1 and we increase the number
for the L3, we can see a reduction in the speedups we obtain. For reference,
figure 5.7 shows that while calculating the same amount of prefetches for
the L1 (NASP 8 or NASP 24), when increasing the prefetches in the L3 it can
happen that the proportion of unused prefetches in the L1 increases as well.
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Figure 5.9.: Comparison of state of the art prefetchers with our proposal.

Sensitivity to the NUMAness

There are systems in which the remote accesses have even higher latency
than in the system we have evaluated. This can often happen in systems
with more than two NUMA nodes [26, Table 2], [136, Figure 4]. Figure 5.8
shows the sensitivity of different stride and NASP prefetcher configurations
to increasing remote latencies in a dual socket system. While at small
latency differences the speedups obtained by NASP with respect to a stride 8
prefetcher are just 1.05× and not far from stride 24, as the latency grows the
benefits of using a NUMA-aware prefetcher like NASP become clearer. In
a NUMA system with various latencies, one approach like NASP can help
improve the performance as we have shown in the previous sections: the
prefetches to NUMA nodes with smaller latencies will not suffer from using
this approach and those to farther nodes can greatly benefit from it.

5.5.3. Comparison with the state of the art

Up until now, all the comparisons in this chapter have been with a standard
stride prefetcher, which is one of the prefetching techniques implemented
by vendors in a general manner. We have also evaluated our proposal against
various state-of-the-art prefetchers: access map pattern matching (AMPM)
by Ishii, Inaba and Hiraki [69], best-offset prefetcher (BOP) by Michaud [105],
delta-correlating prediction tables (DCPT) by Grannaes, Jahre and Natvig
[61], indirect memory prefetcher (IMP) by Yu et al. [163], irregular stream
buffer (ISB) by Jain and Lin [71], and signature path prefetcher (SPP) by Kim
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et al. [86]. For all prefetchers we use the implementation available on gem5
without further customisation. The results are shown in figure 5.9. BOP is
for the L2 cache, so we combine it with the stride prefetcher in the L1. The
results, however, do not show any benefit for us when compared with the
standard stride prefetchers in the L1 (without BOP in the L2). For this reason,
we have included a comparison against a multilevel prefetcher, similar to
those implemented by hardware vendors and analysed in section 5.5.3.

The prefetchers that could be contenders for NASP (1.10×) are the stride
multilevel prefetchers (1.10× for stride ML 8:64), AMPM (1.08×), and, in
some cases like the LU benchmark, SPP (0.87× on average). The rest of the
prefetchers generally show worse performance than a stride prefetcher. As
for AMPM, having a performance more on par with NASP, it has a much
more complex logic behind its ideas. Interestingly, for the MG benchmark
the performance of AMPM falls way behind NASP, achieving only 1.13×
speedup, much lower than the 1.35× speedup of NASP.

We have not compared against the programmable prefetcher by Ainsworth
and Jones [3] due to the complexity of adapting it to executions with mul-
tiple cores. With some core changes, we believe it could be reasonable to
implement NUMA-aware algorithms in this prefetcher, but this falls out of
the scope of the thesis.

Comparing with a NUMA-unawaremultilevel stride prefetcher

One of the prefetcher options implemented by vendors is to make some
of the prefetchers in the higher cache levels. Our NUMA-aware proposal
is very similar to this, with the exception that only prefetches to remote
addresses go to the last-level cache. To show that most of the benefits come
from prefetching the remote addresses and not from using the L3 cache, we
have executed experiments comparing against a multilevel stride prefetcher
(stride ML) that is like NASP but disregarding the NUMA distance of the
predicted addresses. The results are shown in figure 5.9, together with the
state of the art.
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Figure 5.10.: Extending AMPM prefetcher with NUMA-aware capabilities.

In most cases, the difference between bringing just remote lines or bringing
all lines to the L3 is around 1%, needing more than three significant digits
for the speedup. This means that, in practice, NASP can give the same
performance as a stride prefetcher that brings lines to multiple cache levels
but issuing less prefetches: the number of issued prefetches is reduced
by 15% by using NASP 8:64 instead of stride ML 8:64. Only for MG the
performance of stride ML is better, the reason being that MG has very good
predictability for stride as explained in the analysis in section 5.5.2.

5.5.4. Making other prefetchers aware of NUMA

We mentioned earlier that the NUMA-aware prefetching scheme can be
applied to extend other prefetchers that generate multiple predictions. We
have extended the AMPM prefetcher, which is the best in the state of the art
for our benchmarks, to a NUMA-aware AMPM prefetcher or NA-AMPM: in
it, only some prefetches go to the L1 and the rest of the prefetches go to the
L3, but only if the predicted addresses are remote. The results are shown in
figure 5.10.

Just like AMPM performs slightly worse than NASP (1.08× vs. 1.10×) on av-
erage, the NA-AMPM proposal shows an improvement, with 1.12× speedup
with respect to stride 8. However, the results are very different depending
on the benchmark; three example cases are CG, MG and FT. For the first
one, AMPM has a performance better (1.10×) than NASP 8:64 (1.03×), but
any of the NA-AMPM 4 configurations gives 1.28× speedup, showing great
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Figure 5.11.: Average transferred data in the memory hierarchy, including
snoop packages, for different prefetcher configurations (norm-
alised to stride 8).

improvements thanks to being NUMA-aware. For MG the improvement of
NA-AMPM with respect to a standard AMPM prefetcher in the L1 is lower
(1.19× to 1.28×), and NASP shows much better performance thanks to the
use of the stride prefetcher underneath. Finally, FT does not show any
improvement with using a NUMA-aware AMPM with respect to AMPM, al-
though NASP gives some performance benefits to a simple stride prefetcher
in the L1.

To summarise, with these benchmarks the use of a NUMA-aware prefetcher
does not make the performance worse than a NUMA-unaware prefetcher,
on average there is some improvement and in some cases the results are
much better.

5.5.5. Cost evaluation

Data transfer

One of the goals of NASP is reducing unnecessary data transfers to obtain
a higher speedup at a lower cost. Figure 5.11 shows the normalised bytes
transferred in the memory hierarchy, on average for all the evaluated applic-
ations, and using a selection of prefetchers including NASP, stride, the best
of the state of the art (AMPM) and its NUMA-aware version (NA-AMPM).
The reduction of transferred bytes for NASP compared against prefetchers
with similar performance is very clear. NASP 8:64 transfers slightly more
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bytes than stride 8 (1.05×), and that is expected because it explicitly brings
more data to the L3 cache. However, stride 24 and stride 64 bring much
more data (1.21× and 1.72×, respectively) and they generally have worse per-
formance than NASP 8:64. The same happens when considering the AMPM
prefetcher in the L1 (1.25×), which also has the disadvantage of requiring
more complex data structures. The NUMA-aware versions, NA-AMPM 4:64
and NA-AMPM 8:64, transfer more bytes than NASP 8:64 (1.11× and 1.17×,
respectively), but still less than AMPM.

In a similar way to NASP 8:64 and stride 8, the results show that NASP 24:64
brings slightly more data than stride 24 (1.27× with respect to stride 8, com-
pared to 1.21× of stride 24), but the average improvement in the performance
is better than the increase in the amount of transferred data. As it would be
expected, using no prefetcher has the least amount of communications, but
the reduction in data transfer is not that much compared to the extremely
reduced performance of the applications when not using a prefetcher even
as simple as stride 8.

Energy consumption

The results of the energy consumption evaluation can be found on figure 5.12.
The modelling has been done with McPAT [91] (and CACTI-P [92], used by
McPAT) including the modifications proposed by Xi et al. [161]. We have
considered a 22nm process technology. In the modelling, we include the
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different capacities of the queues used by the prefetchers as well as all the
communications incurred by them in the cache hierarchy. The total area
considering both sockets and the L3 caches is 45mm2 (or 27.6mm2 not
considering the L3), with a negligible difference in size between the different
evaluated prefetchers.

The results show that, in general, the energy consumed by the socket when
using NASP is not higher than for the stride prefetchers. This is not the
case for the power, as NASP has a higher power consumption. However,
this higher power consumption is hidden in the energy by the much faster
execution times as the results show. On average, NASP 8:64 and NASP 24:64
consume the same energy as stride 8, but stride 64, the stride with the best
speedup, consumes 1.02×.

5.6. Summary

In this chapter we have shown that using aNUMA-aware hardware prefetcher
can improve the performance in systems with a high NUMAness. The
ideas presented here are simple and generic and can be implemented for
different hardware prefetchers at a low cost and with simple logic. However,
prefetches are not perfect and NUMA effects cannot be completely hidden
with our proposal. Moreover, not all applications perform equally with the
same prefetcher parameters. In this regard, future work could go in the
direction of exposing the parameters to the user. With the adequate runtime
system, this could enable choosing the parameters by the runtime, like many
proposals for existing hardware have done already.
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Chapter 6.

Task-based applications in NUMA
systems

This chapter proposes techniques at the runtime system level to further
mitigate the impact of NUMA effects on parallel applications’ performance.
Both scheduling and prefetching have a major impact in the performance
of parallel applications in NUMA systems, as shown in chapter 4. And
even though considering both aspects simultaneously achieves the best
performance, scheduling plays a major role in this improvement. This
means that doing an adequate scheduling, using the available information
from the system and modern programming models can further improve the
results.

This contribution leverages system metadata expressed in terms of a task
dependency graph, introduced in section 2.3.1, to efficiently reduce data
transfers. The presented approach adds negligible overhead and considers
the information contained in this TDG data structure to drive two techniques
applied at the runtime system level; they apply advanced graph partition-
ing algorithms to break down the TDG into several pieces or parts. These
partitions aim at minimising data transfers across the parallel system.

In summary, the contributions presented in this chapter are the following:

• Two schemes that dynamically perform graph partitioning over the
TDG: The runtime-informed partitioning with dependency easy place-
ment (RIP-DEP) and the runtime-informed partitioning with moving
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window (RIP-MW). Both approaches partition an initial subgraph con-
taining the firstly created tasks but propagate this partition in different
ways: RIP-DEP exploits information regarding the allocation of tasks’
input data while RIP-MW repartitions the initial TDG subgraph as new
tasks are added.

• A complete performance evaluation of the proposed techniques against
3 other methods: an expert programmer-driven policy, a locality-
unaware distributed first-in-first-out (DFIFO) approach and an imple-
mentation of a state-of-the-art technique [53, 54, 152], dependency
easy placement (DEP), that automatically schedules tasks depending
on where their input and output data are allocated. Our evaluations
consider 8 different OpenMP codes and 2 different parallel systems
with up to 288 cores. Our proposals incur minimal runtime system
overhead while keeping the parallel workloads well balanced. Our
experiments show how RIP-DEP achieves speedups of up to 1.52× and
average improvements of 1.12× on 288 cores with respect to DEP, the
best state-of-the-art approach.

• An exhaustive evaluation of the coherence traffic triggered by all the
considered approaches. The evaluation includes categories like control
traffic, which is composed of messages carrying coherence protocol
signalling activities without a data payload, and data traffic, which
is composed of messages carrying a single cache line payload. Our
coherence traffic evaluation explains the performance benefits of
our techniques as it demonstrates that RIP-DEP achieves outstanding
coherence traffic reductions of 172.2× and 2.28× on average compared
to DFIFO and DEP, respectively.

6.1. Graph partitioning

Throughout the literature [22, Section 2], the graph partitioning problem is
defined as in problem 1.
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Problem 1 (Graph partitioning). Given a positive integer 𝑘 and an undirected
graph 𝐺 = (𝑉,𝐸) with positive edge weights 𝜔 : 𝐸 ⟶ �+, find a partition 𝛱
of the set of vertices 𝑉 composed of 𝑘 parts 𝑉𝑖 with the following properties:

1. 𝑉1 ∪⋯ ∪ 𝑉𝑘 = 𝑉 (the parts cover all the vertices),

2. 𝑉𝑖 ∩ 𝑉𝑗 = ∅ if 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 (the parts are disjoint).

In general, we want partitions that are balanced, that is |𝑉𝑖| ≤ (1 + 𝜀)⌈|𝑉|/𝑘⌉
for some 𝜀 ≥ 0, and such that some metric is minimal. If we define the
mapping 𝜑 : 𝑉 ⟶ 1,… , 𝑘 that assigns every vertex to the partition where it
belongs, or 𝜑(𝑣) = 𝑖 if 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑖 in 𝛱, we want to minimise the function

(6.1) ∑
ᵆ𝑣∈𝐸

𝜑(ᵆ)≠𝜑(𝑣)

𝜔(𝑢𝑣).

This function (6.1) is known as the edge cut of the solution and corresponds
to the total weight of the edges connecting pairs of vertices from two different
parts in 𝛱.

Under these constraints, the problem is NP-hard, but there are known al-
gorithms and heuristics for approximating it [22]. Some of the commonly
used libraries in the HPC scenario are Metis [81, 82], SCOTCH [120, 121],
Zoltan [18] andMetapart [127]. These libraries aim at reducing data transfers
across parallel distributed memory systems by statically splitting input data
like meshes or matrices.

6.1.1. Graph partitioning algorithms

In this contribution we use standard graph partitioning tools for undirected
graphs to partition the TDG of applications, which are directed acyclic
graphs. In particular, we partition the TDG in 𝑘 parts, where 𝑘 equals the
number of NUMA regions (or sockets), and use the amount of transferred
data between parts as edge cut function. While there is a wide range of
graph partitioning algorithms (exact, recursive, greedy, local search...), this
thesis makes use of a multilevel approach combined with Dual recursive
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bipartitioning, Fiduccia-Mattheyses and Graph growing algorithms, which
are summarised below. Complete details of these and other approaches are
described in the literature [22].

Dual recursive bipartition is one of the most basic and used methods. It is a
recursive divide-and-conquer algorithm that consists in doing a 2-partition
of the set of parts, and a 2-partition of the set of vertices and map the last
two to the pair of sets of parts. The mapping is done recursively until what
is assigned is a set of tasks to a single part. The bipartitions are done using
some heuristics that use the information from the edge weights to make
good decisions.

Rather than a partitioning/mapping algorithm, Multilevel mapping is a
scheme to do the partition in an easier way or with higher quality. It coarsens
the input graph (makes it rougher, joining vertices), then applies the parti-
tioning algorithm to the coarsened graph, projects back the partition to the
original graph and refines it. This is well shown in SCOTCH User’s Guide [122,
Figure 3].

Fiduccia-Mattheyses is a local-search algorithm extended to not stall in a
local minimum, and it is an evolution of the Kernighan-Lin method (another
algorithm using local search). Starting with a given partition, it tries to
improve it by moving vertices from one part to another or by swapping
vertices in different parts. The selection is done with the vertices that make
the edge cut decrease the most.

Graph growing algorithms are based on a breadth-first search that starts
from some seed vertices and grows the parts greedily. The parts are grown
in an order such that the next part to get a vertex is always the smallest one.
Local search is then applied to balance the load of the parts, and new seed
nodes are selected for the next step.

The ways in which we use these methods are detailed in section 6.2.3, where
we introduce and explain our proposals for reducing NUMA effects based
on graph partitioning.
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6.2. Exploiting the task dependency graph tomitigate
NUMA effects

In order to automatically orchestrate a parallel execution while optimally
mitigating NUMA effects on large shared memory nodes, we exploit the
information contained in the TDG of the application. To do so, we consider
either techniques that analyse the TDG by means of a simple heuristic or
techniques based on advanced graph partitioning algorithms.

In order to be able to apply the proposed techniques, throughout the rest
of the work, we assume a first-touch memory placement policy and page-
aligned memory blocks. This means that a data page is physically allocated
in memory the first time it is used, and the allocation is done in the NUMA
domain of the core making the access, which is the default behaviour in a
Linux system.

6.2.1. Dependency easy placement (DEP)

By dependency easy placement (DEP), we refer to the approach proposed
by Drebes et al. [53, 54] in terms of a dynamic task and data placement
policy based on two concepts: i) deferred allocation, which implies that the
memory to store task output data is not allocated until the task placement is
known, and ii) enhanced workpushing, whichmeans that tasks are scheduled
to the NUMA region where most of their data dependencies are allocated.
A similar method is proposed by Virouleau et al. [152]. In our context, the
enhanced workpushing mechanism is implemented by means of a table
to map the dependencies to sockets kept by the runtime system. The first
address of a data dependency is used as its identifier; this way, we avoid
invoking high cost system calls to figure out the sockets where the data is
allocated. Also, data dependencies are allocated in the socket where the
first task accessing them is executed, which is equivalent to the deferred
allocation mechanism.
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At the time of scheduling a task, the runtime explores its dependencies and
weights the sockets using the size of the allocated dependencies (input and
output), considering a virtual extra socket for unallocated data (also weighted
using the size). Then, the task is scheduled to the socket with the highest
weight. If the highest weight is for the virtual socket (unallocated data), the
final socket is chosen via a discrete uniform distribution considering all
the sockets available to the runtime system. In case of a tie, the socket is
chosen via a discrete uniform distribution among the tied ones. Observe
that DEP can also be seen as a propagation technique: once the data is
placed physically in memory (using some kind of heuristic), tasks can be
scheduled in cores that are near the data they use to be able to consume it
faster.

This thesis demonstrates in section 6.4 how techniques based on graph
partitioning achieve better performance and dramatically reduce the amount
of data transfers carried out by techniques like the one proposed by Drebes
et al. [54].

6.2.2. Considerations about applying graph partitioning on
applications’ TDGs

To exploit the structure of the application we use graph partitioning al-
gorithms. Considering the whole TDG is not an option because partitioning
schemes target undirected graphs, which implies that they typically split
TDGs with deep task paths in a way that all potentially concurrent tasks are
assigned to the same part. Intuitively, when the graph is wide rather than
tall, the partitioning algorithm will decide that it is better to cut the edges
(i.e., partition the graph) vertically because there will be fewer edges than
horizontally. Using hypergraph partitioning software packages does not help
in our context either since they use algorithms with high computational
cost [31, 32, 83, 84] that require large distributedmemory systems to run [18].
Also, since in practice the dependency graph is built simultaneously with the
execution, the complete TDG is never available at runtime. In this context,
the natural way to proceed is operating over small task subgraphs instead of
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over the whole TDG, that is, partitioning subgraphs and then extrapolating
this partition to the upcoming tasks following a certain policy.

6.2.3. Runtime informed partitioning (RIP)

Under the runtime informed partitioning (RIP) family of policies, task
scheduling decisions are based on graph partitioning techniques. The TDG
is built at run time by leveraging information in terms of task dependencies.
The graph is updated every time new tasks are instantiated, and partitioned
once the execution goes through a barrier point or a limit in terms of the
total number of tasks contained in the graph—called thewindow size limit—
is reached. The partitioning algorithm uses the TDG as input, weights its
edges depending on the amount of bytes they represent and assigns tasks to
a particular part (corresponding with a specific socket) taking into account
the machine NUMA distances.

In order to partition the initial subgraph, we use the dual recursive bi-
partition, the multilevel mapping and the Fiduccia-Mattheyses methods
described in section 6.1.1, and available in the SCOTCH [121] graph parti-
tioning library, version 6.0.4. The graph growing algorithm, also described
in section 6.1.1, is available within the Metapart framework [127]. We rep-
resent the target architecture as a complete graph with as many vertices
as NUMA domains, and with edge distances proportional to the NUMA
distances measured as explained at the beginning of section 6.3. For doing
the partitions, the TDG is transformed to an undirected graph for SCOTCH.
Once the complete graph that defines the target architecture is set, the
initial partition is obtained by calling SCOTCH_graphMap with the default
settings. Such default settings make use of a multilevel approach with dual
recursive bipartitioning combined with the Fiduccia-Mattheyses local search
algorithm.

We partition the initial subgraph given by the first window size tasks. The
partitioning is done asynchronously while the runtime system creates new
tasks. Once the initial subgraph has been partitioned, we consider two pos-
sible options to proceed: the first one consists in propagating the partition
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across the whole execution following a memory-allocation-aware policy,
which corresponds to the RIP-DEP technique. The other alternative is to
keep partitioning the different subgraphs the runtime system generates as
the execution advances, which corresponds to the RIP-MW approach. The
first technique aims at reducing the overhead due to graph partitioning as
much as possible while RIP-MW aims at dynamically adapting the TDG
partition during the parallel run. The overhead of partitioning the initial sub-
graph is small enough to be overcome by the benefits of graph partitioning
(see section 6.4 and section 6.4.4 in particular, which provide performance
results accounting for task creation and scheduling, as well as partitioning
the TDG).

When tasks are ready to run (i.e., all their input dependencies are solved)
but the partition is not done yet, they are stored in a temporary queue.
Tasks are transferred to the ready queue as soon as they have been assigned
to a socket. The temporary queue is not used often since, in general, the
partition is obtained much before the tasks are ready.

RIP with dependency easy placement (RIP-DEP)

This technique based in graph partitioning consists in propagating the
partition obtained from the initial subgraph by taking into account where
the tasks data dependencies reside. More specifically, this approach uses
DEP to propagate the partition to the rest of the graph, already described in
section 6.2.1. The main difference between DEP and RIP-DEP is the way of
doing the initial partition: while DEP does the allocation using a uniform
distribution, RIP-DEP partitions the TDG.

RIP withmoving window (RIP-MW)

In this case, the graph partitioning is performed many times throughout the
execution of the program. Once the subgraph contains a particular amount
of tasks —the window size—, or a barrier point is reached, the partitioning
algorithm is run. Once a partition is obtained, the oldest tasks are flushed
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Figure 6.1.: Diagram showing how RIP-MW works over time. The most relev-
ant parameters for RIP-MW are represented.

from the subgraph and a new one is built. As it is shown in section 6.4.4, the
overhead of graph partitioning is minimal (1.18% on average). Moreover,
the partitions are scheduled asynchronously as tasks, effectively overlapping
the execution of the user-level tasks with the partitioning of new subgraphs.
The user can set up the window size, an initial extra amount of tasks for the
first window and the size of the intersection between two consecutive win-
dows. This intersection is used by the partitioner to reduce the algorithmic
complexity and preserve data locality from previous partitions.

Once the initial subgraph is partitioned in the way we describe above,
RIP-MWkeeps partitioning task subgraphs by calling themethod partitionGraphSCOTCHK
from Metapart, which uses the Graph growing algorithm with support for
fixed vertices [127] in a multilevel framework combined with Fiduccia-
Mattheyses. The reason for using Graph growing is that Dual recursive bi-
partitioning methods can perform badly under fixed vertex constraints [127,
Fig. 1]. Using fixed vertices is required to exploit information from previous
partitions and avoid as much as possible the mapping of tasks to NUMA
domains distant from the data they consume.

Figure 6.1 shows the way RIP-MWworks. First, an initial subgraph composed
of the initialisation tasks plus the first window is partitioned. After this, a
new subgraph is built, including the tasks in the intersection plus the new
ones, until the window size is reached. Then, a second partition with fixed
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(a) uniform distrib. (b) optimal (c) RIP

Figure 6.2.: Task and data allocations into two sockets (dark and light) on
the first iteration of Gauss-Seidel (8 × 8 grid).

vertex constraints is carried out. The following subgraphs are built and
partitioned in the same way.

6.2.4. Benefits of graph partitioning

While simple heuristics based on data locality, like DEP, are able to produce
good partitions in some scenarios, in other cases they fail to optimally
partition the graph. This is especially relevant as the number of NUMA
regions in the system increases. At the same time, automatic mechanisms
based on graph partitioning can make the codes more architecture-agnostic
and easier to program than manual assignment of the tasks to the sockets.

As an example, we consider the stationary heat diffusion problem using
the iterative Gauss-Seidel method with a 4-element stencil (top, bottom,
left, right) in an 8 × 8 regular grid, which corresponds to the Gauss-Seidel
application later described in section 6.3.1. Each task operates over one
cell of the grid. In each iteration, computations over every cell depend on
the data of the four neighbouring cells, the algorithm execution follows
a wavefront scheme in the direction of the main diagonal, and tasks in
the same anti-diagonal are independent between them. For this reason,
when targeting two sockets, the optimal partition consists in dividing the
domain along the main diagonal. As a result, at each instant, half of the
anti-diagonal can be executed in a different socket. Figure 6.2 shows the
allocation of the data and the corresponding tasks for Gauss-Seidel for a
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(a) uniform distribution + DEP (b) programmer-given partition (op-
timal)

(c) RIP-DEP

Figure 6.3.: Task dependency graph corresponding to three iterations of the
Gauss-Seidel code comparing a uniform distribution placement
with locality awareness (DEP) to a programmer-given partition
and the RIP-DEP technique in a two-socket system.

discrete uniform placement (e.g., DEP), the explained optimal partition and
using a RIP method (equivalent for all RIP proposals in the case of the first
iteration).

Figure 6.3 shows the same partitions expressed at the TDG level on three
iterations of Gauss-Seidel. Clearly, data transfers among tasks assigned to
different sockets are minimised in the expert programmer-given partition
and the one obtained via graph partitioning (RIP-DEP): the graphs are cut
almost vertically, increasing parallelism while grouping neighbouring tasks
in the same socket. In contrast, the DEP approach produces a sub-optimal
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partition, with more edges connecting different parts. The implications of
these results in terms of the total performance are detailed in section 6.4.

6.2.5. Assumptions of the proposals

Our proposals make some general assumptions. First of all, the system
needs to have a first-touch policy with local allocation, the default in the
Linux kernel, and data blocks have to be initialised in page-aligned addresses
using tasks in order to take full benefit from this first-touch policy. In the
case of the RIP-MW techniques, barriers in the middle of a window of tasks
may reduce the quality of the subgraph to partition since no new tasks are
created after a barrier until all previous tasks have finished. As such, this
technique benefits from a reasonably high ratio of tasks per barrier point.
The RIP-DEP and RIP-MW methods need the user to set the window size
as a parameter for the runtime. This is simple to achieve as intuition and
experiments show that it is enough to include the initialisation tasks and the
first couple of computation phases of the application (iterations in the case of
iterative algorithms). An alternative solution is to apply existing techniques
of automatic detection of the phases [27] and use this information to decide
at execution time what is a correct window size. Another possible approach
is editing the application source code by making a call to the runtime system
API indicating that the partition must be done at the specific point of the
call.

6.3. Experimental environment

We do the evaluations in the large ccNUMA systems presented in sec-
tion 3.1.1. In all cases, we use the OpenMP programming model with a cus-
tomised Nanos++ v0.10 runtime system and the companion Mercurium 2.0.0
(rev. c5a91d5) compiler [10, 145]. In the case of programs that need LAPACK,
we use the open-source implementation from OpenBLAS 0.2.19 [112, 154]
compiled for each architecture. Threading of the library is disabled so as
not to interfere with OpenMP.
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6.3.1. Manual scheduling and graphwindows

This section describes the configuration for the scheduling of the paral-
lel codes considered in this chapter, as well as the annotations for the
programmer-driven scheduling using the Socket-aware (SA) scheduler, de-
scribed in section 6.4. We test our proposals by considering the task-based
benchmarks presented in section 3.3.1

For the Conjugate gradient (CG), the manual scheduling assigns tasks to
sockets in a round-robin fashion. The window size corresponds to all tasks
belonging to a single iteration. When applying the RIP-MW technique, the
intersection is equivalent to half iteration.

In Gauss-Seidel the graph follows a wavefront shape, as shown in figure 6.3.
The source-code-level annotations divide the columns contiguously into as
many groups as NUMA domains. The window size covers the tasks of three
iterations, with an intersection of a whole iteration for RIP-MW.

For Integral histogram, the vertical and horizontal halos used for the re-
duction of the histograms are allocated in a round-robin fashion, in both
dimensions. The image data and scan tasks are assigned to a socket in a
round-robin manner using the column identifier so that they match with
the corresponding vertical halos for the programmer-driven scheduling. For
the schedulers based on graph partitioning, the window size corresponds to
the tasks of two iterations, with an intersection of a whole iteration.

In Jacobi, the source code level annotations for assigning the blocks of
columns to a socket follow a round-robin approach. The double-buffer
nature of Jacobi gives an embarrassingly parallel algorithm inside every
iteration with a very symmetric TDG, hence it becomes simple to partition
in contrast to the Gauss-Seidel code that solves the same problem. The
window size includes the tasks of two iterations, with an intersection of a
whole iteration.

InNStream, the user-level annotations for the NUMA-aware scheduler assign
each array and the related tasks to a socket following a round-robin approach,
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effectively assigning every array to a single NUMA node. The window size is
5𝑁 and the intersection is 2𝑁.

The QR factorisation manual scheduling assigns the blocks in a round-robin
fashion using the row identifier, while the subsequent tasks are assigned
where most blocks reside (using the row identifier). The window size is
equivalent to the total number of blocks the matrix is broken into and the
intersection considered by RIP-MW corresponds to two rows of blocks.

ForRed-Black, the source-code-level annotations defining themanual schedul-
ing divide the columns contiguously into as many groups as NUMA domains,
like in Gauss-Seidel. Similarly, the window size is for the tasks of three itera-
tions, with an intersection of a whole iteration for RIP-MW.

Finally, for Symmetric matrix inversion (SMI) we use the tiled task decom-
position of the dense linear algebra version and the manual NUMA-aware
scheduling as described by al-Omairy et al. [111], using LAPACK. The win-
dow size corresponds to the tasks of the lower triangle of the matrix (it is
symmetric), with an intersection of half a triangle.

6.4. Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed mechanisms
considering the eight applications and two platforms described in section 6.3.
Our evaluation considers five different scheduling techniques:

• Distributed First-In First-Out (DFIFO), unaware of data locality. In this
technique, each thread has its own ready queue and tasks are assigned
to threads in a round-robin manner. When the queue of a thread is
empty, it applies a work stealing mechanism to get tasks from other
threads.

• Socket Aware (SA) scheduler, which is driven by a partition expressed
in terms of annotations at the source code level done by an expert pro-
grammer. SA makes use of an API call that specifies the precise socket
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where tasks should run. The specific annotations of each benchmark
are explained in section 6.3.1.

• The DEP approach, which is described in section 6.2 and represents
the current state-of-the-art. All results reported in this section are
normalised against DEP.

• Our two proposals based on graph partitioning algorithms: RIP-DEP
and RIP-MW.

For every application, platform and method we repeat each experiment
five times. In all speedup plots shown, values are averaged among the
different repetitions and normalised to DEP (horizontal line at 1.0). Bar
height represents the mean value, a horizontal thick line is the median,
and error bars show the standard deviation. For each system configuration
we include a plot of the geometric mean computed over the arithmetic
means of the eight benchmarks. Our experiments are run with the following
four configurations: On 24 cores of the UV100, using 8 cores per socket
and 3 sockets (2 in the same blade, 1 in a different blade); on 32 cores of
the bullion S16, using 8 cores per socket and 4 sockets (1 per module); on
32 cores of the bullion S16, using 4 cores per socket and 8 sockets (1 per
module), and, finally, on all 288 cores of the bullion S16, using 18 cores per
socket and 16 sockets (2 per module).

6.4.1. SGI Altix UV100

For the SGI Altix UV100 machine, we have done experiments using 3 sock-
ets and 24 cores in total. All parallel runs use two sockets in the same
blade (which communicate via QPI) and a third one from a different blade,
although not a distant one. Results are shown in figure 6.4. On average,
RIP-DEP achieves speedups of 1.03× over the DEP baseline, RIP-MW only
gets up to 0.84×, while the scheduling policies driven by an expert program-
mer (SA) provide a 1.13× speedup. On the other hand, the locality-unaware
scheduler DFIFO has a general underperformance (0.45×) except in the
Symmetric matrix inversion (1.10×). The relatively small benefits shown
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Figure 6.4.: Speedup results in the SGI Altix UV100 using 3 sockets, 24 cores.
DFIFO is locality-unaware, SA is manual, the rest are automatic
methods.

by RIP-DEP with respect to the DEP baseline are explained by the reduced
number of NUMA domains, just three, considered in the experiments run
in the UV100 machine.

However, even though the average benefits of RIP-DEP over DEP in the
UV100 machine are small, there are some specific cases for which they are
significant: for instance, in Jacobi the automatic partition using RIP-DEP
achieves a 1.19× speedup over DEP and RIP-MW goes up to 1.18×. The
benefit with RIP-DEP is more noticeable in larger machines such as the
bullion S16, presented in section 6.4.2, as the number of NUMA regions
increases.

6.4.2. Atos Bull bullion S16

In the case of the Atos Bull bullion S16 machine we provide experiments
considering 4 sockets (32 cores), 8 sockets (32 cores) and the full system
(16 sockets and 288 cores). Overall, the results in the Atos Bull bullion S16
system show how RIP-DEP provides average performance improvements of
1.08× on 4 sockets, 1.16× on 8 sockets and 1.12× on 16 sockets with respect
to the state-of-the-art. RIP-MW achieves very similar improvements on
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Figure 6.5.: Speedup results in the bullion S16 using 4 sockets, 32 cores.
DFIFO is locality-unaware, SA is manual, the rest are automatic
methods.

the experiments involving 4 and 8 sockets (i.e. 32 cores), as section 6.4.1
shows. In the case of 288 cores, RIP-MW provides worse performance
than RIP-DEP since the frequent graph partitions become a significant
performance bottleneck. For readability purposes, the RIP-MW technique
does not appear on the experiments regarding the Atos Bull bullion S16
system.

Using four sockets

Results using four sockets in the bullion S16 system are shown in figure 6.5.
Under this configuration, the average speedup obtained using RIP-DEP is of
1.08× with respect to DEP. As in the Altix machine presented in section 6.4.1,
the execution times of an expert programmer-driven schedule (SA) attain
a 1.13× speedup when compared with DEP. The naive DFIFO gets 0.51×
performance degradation with respect to the state-of-the-art DEP approach.

RIP-DEP behaves better than the DEP baseline for the Conjugate gradient
and Gauss-Seidel applications (1.05× improvement for both application) and
much better for the Red-Black, Jacobi and NStream parallel codes (1.09×,
1.15× and 1.45×, respectively). These results are explained by the good
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Figure 6.6.: Speedup results in the bullion S16 using 8 sockets, 32 cores.
DFIFO is locality-unaware, SA is manual, the rest are automatic
methods.

structure of the task graphs of these codes, which benefit from partitioning
the initial subgraph and, at the same time, the iterative access pattern to the
blocks of data allows for a good locality-aware propagation. In particular,
Jacobi shows very good performance under this system configuration for
RIP-DEP, with a higher performance than the programmer-driven partition
(SA, achieving a speedup of 1.09×).

Using eight sockets

Results with eight sockets, in figure 6.6, display larger speedups of the
RIP-DEP approach with respect to DEP than previous scenarios. Here,
RIP-DEP attains an average speedup of 1.16× over DEP, which is matched
by the expert programmer-driven partition.

Under this setting is where RIP-DEP obtains the highest benefit for Gauss-
Seidel and Red-Black (1.26× and 1.18×, respectively). For the Integral histo-
gram, the executions are somewhat slower using RIP-DEP than DEP (0.91×).
The benchmark operates on a 2D domain and accumulates results in both
dimensions, which creates horizontal and vertical data dependencies across
tasks, which forces the partitioning algorithm to split the TDG in a way that
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Figure 6.7.: Speedup results in the bullion S16 using all 16 sockets, 288 cores.
DFIFO is locality-unaware, SA is manual, the rest are automatic
methods.

the execution of some parallel tasks is serialised. However, as section 6.4.3
shows, combining both graph partitioning and a locality-aware propagation
(RIP-DEP) significantly reduces data movement with respect to DEP in the
case of the Integral histogram application.

Full system

Results when using all the 288 cores of the bullion S16 system are shown
in figure 6.7. The input set of some applications is increased to achieve
good scalability on 288 cores (e.g., CG). When running on all cores of the
bullion S16 system, the RIP-DEP approach achieves a remarkable average
speedup of 1.12× with respect to the state-of-the-art DEP technique. For
Jacobi, RIP-DEP achieves an outstanding 1.43× speedup over DEP, only
surpassed by NStream, which achieves a speedup of 1.52× when using
RIP-DEP due to its simple graph.

When using all cores of the bullion S16 system, the expert programmer-
driven partition (SA) obtains an average speedup of 1.19× with respect to
DEP. While in some cases (e.g., QR factorisation) the non-automatic expert-
driven SA partition achieves better performance than the automatic RIP-DEP
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Figure 6.8.: Coherence traffic to and from the BCS for selected applications

using 32 cores in 8 sockets in the bullion S16.

method, in the case of the Symmetric matrix inversion code the policy driven
by the expert programmer performs poorly. Symmetric matrix inversion’s
TDG is so complex that a proper partition needs to know where data are
allocated, which is impossible to be statically determined unless very simple
memory allocation policies are applied, which do not provide performance
benefits either. For all settings, the SA technique applied to the Symmetric
matrix inversion code performs below the DEP baseline, which shows the
need for dynamic and automatic methodologies in the case of very complex
TDGs.

6.4.3. Reduction of coherence traffic within the bullion S16 Machine

This section provides an evaluation of the coherence traffic triggered within
the bullion S16 system by all the 5 approaches considered in this chapter.
This evaluation demonstrates how the RIP-DEPmethod we propose achieves
remarkable reductions of coherence traffic. The bullion platform uses a soph-
isticated ccNUMA architecture composed of sets of 2 sockets grouped into
entities called modules. The Bull Coherence Switch (BCS) [6], a proprietary
ASIC, manages the inter-module interface and enables scaling up to a max-
imum of 8 modules (i.e., 16 sockets of Intel Xeon CPUs) in a single shared
memory system. We use the measurement capabilities of the BCS to provide
a precise analysis of the coherence traffic [24, 26]. We divide the coherence
traffic in the system into two categories: data messages, which carry a single
cache line payload, and control messages, which carry coherence protocol
signalling activities without a data payload.
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Figure 6.8 shows the differences in data transfer to and from the BCS for
Gauss-Seidel and Integral histogram. Results are obtained in the bullion S16
running with 8 sockets. We have data for the other 6 applications, though we
do not display them since they are qualitatively equivalent to the ones we
show. When compared with the DEP baseline, SA and RIP-DEP achieve signi-
ficant reductions in total coherence traffic of 1.99× and, 1.74×, respectively,
in the case of Gauss-Seidel. Similarly, SA and RIP-DEP transfer 4.79× and
3.00× less data, respectively, in the case of Integral histogram. On average,
using the geometric mean, SA and RIP-DEP achieve reductions of 3.08×
and 2.28× with respect to DEP. These results clearly show the superiority
of RIP-DEP over DEP as it dramatically reduces DEP’s coherence traffic to
similar levels to the partitions done by an expert programmer.

6.4.4. Load imbalance and overhead

We measure the overhead and load imbalance incurred by the different
methods. Results are calculated using

(6.2) 𝐿𝐵 =
∑𝑖∈threads useful time of thread 𝑖

max𝑖∈threads {useful time of thread 𝑖} ⋅ #threads
⋅ 100

for the load balance, where the useful time of a thread is the total time the
thread is executing user-level tasks. The overhead (𝑂𝐻) is defined as the
percentage of time running runtime system routines over the wall clock
time and the graph partitioning overhead (𝐺𝑃), included in 𝑂𝐻, is the same
ratio restricted to graph partitioning procedures. table 6.1 reports maximum,
minimum and mean results computed over the eight applications described
in section 6.3 running on the UV100.

Although its lack of data locality awareness makes DFIFO worse than the
other approaches in terms of performance, it achieves the best load balance
and the smallest runtime overhead with an average of 96.1% and 1.77%,
respectively. RIP-DEP achieves very well balanced partitions, with an average
of 88.7%. The cost of doing an initial partition and propagating is, on
average, equivalent to 3.02% of the total execution time. In the case of
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Table 6.1.: Load balance (LB), runtime overheads (OH) and graph partition-
ing overheads (GP) in the SGI Altix UV100 using three sockets (as
percentages, %).

mean min. max.

DFIFO LB 96.1 78.7 99.5
OH 1.77 0.02 8.07

RIP-MW
LB 90.8 85.5 97.7
OH 3.02 0.05 6.33
GP 1.18 0.01 3.44

RIP-DEP
LB 88.7 79.7 94.9
OH 3.02 0.03 13.44
GP 0.030 0.000 0.089

SA LB 92.9 86.9 99.2
OH 3.84 0.03 23.28

DEP LB 86.5 69.9 98.3
OH 3.12 0.04 12.71

RIP-MW repartitioning can slightly improve load balancing (90.8%). Overall,
our proposals incur minimal overheads and do not produce unbalanced
partitions in the considered applications.

6.4.5. Adding pagemigrationmechanisms

In figure 6.9, we show experiments adding page migration mechanisms to
the automatic locality-aware proposals (DEP, RIP-DEP and RIP-MW). These
mechanisms take care of moving the physical memory pages that contain
the output data of the tasks to the socket that hosts the core executing the
task. As the figure shows, page migration does not give benefit in general
and is detrimental in many cases. This is mainly the case when not much
data is written, which makes the migration an unnecessary overhead.

In the particular case of the QR factorisation benchmark, however, RIP-MW
with page movement is the only automatic approach with positive results
(1.12×). In order to understand this, consider the shape of the graph, which
is a triangle pointing downwards similar to the Cholesky graph from list-
ing 2.1, and the way RIP-MW advances, shown in figure 6.1. The partitioning
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Figure 6.9.: Speedup results in the SGI Altix UV100 using 3 sockets, 24 cores,
with page migration mechanisms (marked as pm).

algorithms generally aim at clustering connected tasks, so the first window
is partitioned as three blocks (as many as sockets). At the same time, the QR
algorithm does each step by working on an element of the diagonal, applying
it to the rest of the matrix and discarding the whole row and column of
that element afterwards. This means that load balancing mechanisms used
by the graph partitioning algorithms schedule tasks created in consecutive
windows in such a way that inter-socket data movement is sometimes un-
avoidable. For this reason, migrating the pages helps overcoming the remote
accesses and makes sure that, when future partitions use the intersection,
the sockets where the tasks are executed are the ones containing the data.

6.5. Summary

This chapter shows how graph partitioning methods can be leveraged to
improve performance of parallel shared memory codes as well as to reduce
data transfers across the system. The benefits of automatic approaches
based on graph partitioning overcome the state-of-the-art without requiring
expert programmer hints to drive the scheduling decisions.
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Future work will go in the direction of taking even more advantage of the
structure of the graph. The partitioner will be extended to get better perform-
ance with RIP-MW, which has the potential for achieving further perform-
ance improvements in applications that drastically change the structure of
their TDG on runtime.
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Conclusions

This thesis has presented a range of techniques leveraging information
already captured in modern architectures and task-based programming
models. These techniques tackle the challenges of scaling the memory hier-
archy to service ever larger core counts in ccNUMA systems. This chapter
details the main conclusions from the contributions of this thesis and then
outlines the possibilities for future research they suggest. Finally, this chapter
lists the publications resulting from this thesis and acknowledges the finan-
cial and technical support that made it possible.

7.1. Goals and contributions

The developments of HPC systems in the last couple of decades have opened
many fronts. The stagnation of frequency scaling has implied the need to
have multicore systems, with more and more cores every time. At the same
time, this ever growing number of cores needs to have access to a large
amount of memory, and to keep the benefits of using a single shared address
space one solution have been NUMA systems, particularly with groups of
cores having some memory as local and being able to access it faster than
the rest of the memory. While this can help reduce the gap between the
computation speed and the memory access speed when accessing the local
memory, accesses to remote memory are much slower and can have a huge
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performance penalty. This hurts the programmability of such systems when
the intent is to make software with as much performance as possible.

This thesis has provided three contributions to help reduce the gap between
local and remote accesses in NUMA systems, by means of both software and
hardware improvements in a transparent way for the programmers in these
systems. The sections below provide the conclusions of the contributions in
this thesis.

7.1.1. Performance and configurationmodels for interactions
between NUMA and hardware prefetchers

Although hardware prefetchers are designed to reduce the access latency in
general by filling the caches with the needed data beforehand, not just in
NUMA systems, the results in the first contribution show that their perform-
ance benefits can vary highly with the thread scheduling and data allocation.
Similarly, although scheduling and allocation play a very important role in
the performance of applications in NUMA systems, the best policies can
change depending on the underlying hardware prefetcher configuration.
This contribution proves that there is a significant performance benefit from
optimising the NUMA configuration (parallelism, and placement of threads
andmemory pages) simultaneously with hardware prefetcher configurations
(L1, L2).

The main issue is that the design space is very large. The solution we present
builds a performance model and uses two reaction-based performance
counter configurations (combinations of NUMA+Prefetcher and perform-
ance counters) in each system, which allow our model to make accurate
predictions of the best configuration for each application while reducing the
number of configurations the model has to choose among without losing
performance.

The tainting of the models can be done in a new system by reusing input
data from another system. This approach can be applied for online profiling
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and optimisation to deliver an average of 1.68× performance increase over
a NUMA-locality-optimised baseline with all prefetchers enabled.

7.1.2. Hardware prefetching for NUMA systems

Considering that hardware prefetchers can show a different behaviour
(performance-wise) in NUMA systems depending on the optimisations
for NUMA, as illustrated in the first contribution, the second contribution
tries to solve this issue by means of a NUMA-aware hardware prefetching
technique. This is a general scheme that can be used with different prefetch-
ing algorithms and uses the cache hierarchy, with larger capacity at the
higher levels, to hide the latency of remote accesses.

The evaluation of the proposal is done with gem5, a cycle-accurate architec-
tural simulator, in a two-socket NUMA system, proposing a simple stride
prefetcher that is aware of NUMA effects. This NUMA-aware stride prefetcher
(NASP) achieves a 1.30× speedup on average when compared to a standard
stride prefetcher or 1.10× speedup against the best-performing state-of-the-
art prefetcher. Since the NUMA-aware scheme is general enough, other
prefetchers can be adapted to be NUMA-aware without much complexity.
In the case of the best prefetcher in the state of the art, its NUMA-aware
version has a speedup of 1.06× compared to the NUMA-unaware version.

7.1.3. Task-based applications in NUMA systems

One of the trends to ease the programmability of parallel systems is task-
based programming, with OpenMP and OmpSs being two great examples of
programming models that support this abstraction. In these programming
models, parallel applications can be mapped to a directed acyclic graph with
sequential code in the nodes, called tasks, and using the edges when there
are data dependencies between two tasks. This changes the way scheduling
works in a system, making it more difficult to build a model like in the first
contribution but allowing for more flexibility when scheduling the tasks
(instead of the threads) and allocating the data.
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The third contribution of the thesis provides different methodologies to use
graph partitioning in order to schedule task-based applications in NUMA
systems, leveraging all the information available in the runtime system about
the application and the underlying NUMA characteristics. The benefits of
automatic approaches based on graph partitioning overcome the state-of-
the-art without requiring expert programmer hints to drive the scheduling
decisions. This approach attains performance improvements up to 1.52×
and average improvements of 1.12× with respect to the best state-of-the-
art approach for scheduling task-based applications when deployed on a
288-core shared-memory system with 16 NUMA nodes.

7.2. Future work

The work presented in this thesis suggests many possible avenues for future
work. Detailed below are three which stand out as of particular potential.

• NUCA-aware hardware prefetching and task scheduling. In the work
presented in this thesis we consider NUMA effects in a system with
multiple processors. The same principles can be applied to large-
scale multicore processors that suffer from non-uniform cache access
(NUCA) effects. In these systems, the shared cache is divided in blocks
that can be accessed faster by some cores than others, and usually
there is associativity that allows addresses to be in different blocks of
the cache.

Scheduling threads in the various CPUs sharing a NUCA cache can
have performance impacts depending on how they share data, and so
can prefetching impact the performance as well when predicting an
access that can be migrated from cache block to make the (predicted)
access faster. Building a model that helps scheduling the threads
and choosing the configuration for the prefetchers in NUCA systems
is a natural step forward from the first contribution of this thesis.
Similarly, a NUCA-aware prefetcher could potentially request for data
more aggressively when it is in a ”far” higher-level cache block, or it
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could predict when to move the data between cache blocks so that it is
where it is needed. Finally, for task-based applications like in the third
contribution, graph partitioning could be used to decide in which
CPU core (or group of cores, if they have the same access latency to a
cache block) to maximise the reuse of a cache block for an address
and minimise the latency due to NUCA.

• Runtime-driven management of coherence islands. The contributions
in this thesis all build upon a fully cache coherent baseline. As compute
unit parallelisation and specialisation proceeds, memory hierarchies
are likely to add features which break the coherent paradigm, such
as scratchpad memories, disjoint memory spaces and coherence is-
lands within multicore processors. The contributions developed in
this thesis are interesting in such non-coherent hardware also. The
second and third contributions in this thesis are also applicable to
settings where shared memory abstractions are provided across dis-
joint memory spaces attached to specialised heterogeneous compute
units, or where islands of coherence are implemented among groups
of cores to enhance scalability in homogeneous architectures.

• Hardware acceleration of TDG partitioning. As discussed in the third
contribution of this thesis, the execution time overhead of partitioning
the TDG of regular HPC architectures is reduced. However, with the
ongoing trend towards fine-grain tasking, the size of the TDG will
significantly increase, increasing the overhead of TDG partitioning.
We believe that an interesting future work could consist in designing
a custom hardware accelerator to perform such task. This accelerator
could be a stand-alone accelerator or an enhanced extension of a
vector processing unit or a general purpose CPU via ISA extensions.
Incorporating such accelerator in the exploding RISC-V ecosystem
could be also very interesting.
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7.3. Publications

This section lists below the publications that resulted from the work on this
thesis.

• Isaac Sánchez Barrera, Marc Casas, and Miquel Moretó. NUMA-
Aware Hardware Prefetching. Under submission.

• Isaac Sánchez Barrera, David Black-Schaffer, Marc Casas, Miquel
Moretó, Anastasiia Stupnikova, and Mihail Popov: Modeling and op-
timizing NUMA effects and prefetching with machine learning. Pro-
ceedings of the 34th International Conference on Supercomputing
(ICS), 2020: pages 34:1-34:13.

• Alejandro Rico, Isaac Sánchez Barrera, José A. Joao, Joshua Randall,
Marc Casas, and Miquel Moretó: On the Benefits of Tasking with
OpenMP. Proceedings of the 15th International Workshop on OpenMP
(IWOMP), 2019, pages 217-230.

• Isaac Sánchez Barrera, Miquel Moretó, Eduard Ayguadé, Jesús Lab-
arta, Mateo Valero, and Marc Casas: Reducing Data Movement on
Large Shared Memory Systems by Exploiting Computation Dependen-
cies. Proceedings of the 32nd International Conference on Supercom-
puting (ICS), 2018, pages 207-217.

• Isaac Sánchez Barrera, Marc Casas, Miquel Moretó, Eduard Ayguadé,
Jesús Labarta, and Mateo Valero: Graph partitioning applied to DAG
scheduling to reduce NUMA effects. Proceedings of the 23rd ACM SIG-
PLAN Symposium on Principles and Practice of Parallel Programming
(PPoPP), 2018, pages 419-420.
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